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John Fraser Giffin retired from the Wilton-Lyndeborough
Volunteer Ambulance Service in December after serving since 1974,
having been one of the original Crew Members. His calm and quiet
ways endeared him to all the patients in the area over the years and
will be greatly missed.
"Gif" as he is affectionately known, has always been active in
town affairs. He is a 52 year member of the Boy Scouts and was
very active in their programs, serving as a leader for several years.
He was very active in the Civil Defense Program having served as a
Director for several years.
He is a member of the National Ski Patrol and was instrumental
in starting the Souhegan Ski Patrol and the Wilton Ski Club and
taught classes on safety at Twin Tows and Temple Mountain as
well as several other ski areas of the state.
On behalf of the Citizens of Wilton we present him with this
Citation of Appreciation for all he has voluntarily done over the
years.
WILLIAM W. CLEAVES
William W. Cleaves retired in 1981 after working for the Wilton
Telephone Company since 1939. He will always be remembered for
the many courtesies he did for the townspeople after hours, etc. He
was never too tired to go out in the evening to be sure everyone's
phone was in working order. Although very busy he served on the
Wilton Fire Department from 1946 to 1966 retiring as Assistant
Chief.
He was a member of the Wilton Planning Board for several
years and served as a Selectman for two years.
He will always be remembered for the many pictures of Wilton
he has taken for posterity. He also served on many committees for
the Town, too numerous to mention.
On behalf of the citizens of Wilton we present him with this
Citation in appreciation of the many good deeds he has done for
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State of New Hampshire
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Wilton in the Countyof Hills-
borough and the State of New Hampshire qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to appear at the Town Hall in said
Wilton on Tuesday, the thirteenth day of March A.D. 1984 at 10:00
a.m. to ballot for necessary Town Officers and other action re-
quired to be inserted on said official ballot.
(POLLS ARE TO REMAIN OPEN UNTIL 6:00 P.M.)
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
(By Ballot)
2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt certain amendments as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Wilton Zoning Ordinance,
or take any action relative thereto. (By Ballot)
3. To see if the Town will vote to adopt certain amendments
relative to the adoption by reference of the BOCA Basic Building
Code as amended, as established by the Building Officers and Code
Administratives International, Inc. and of a Certificate of Occu-
pancy as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Wilton
Code for Building and Sanitation or take any action relative
thereto. (By Ballot)
4. To see if the Town will vote to adopt an amendment as pro-
posed by the Planning Board for the Town of Wilton Cluster De-
velopment Regulations or take any other action relative thereto.
(By Ballot)
5. To see if the Town will amend by rezoning from General
Residence and Agricultural District and Commercial District to
Industrial District, Lots 25 and 21 on Wilton Tax Map F (Lot 25
belonging to Joan P. Lemire, and Lot 21, belonging to Andrew
Stover), and that the Town Zoning Map be also amended ac-
cordingly. (By Petition) (By Ballot)
(The Planning Board does not approve this amendment)
You are further notified to appear at the Wilton School District
Auditorium, in said Wilton Friday the sixteenth day of March
A.D., 1984 at 8:00 p.m. to act upon the following:
6. To see if the Town will authorize the Water Commission and
the Selectmen to improve the Wilton Water System to meet State
standards and to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,300,000.00
for the purpose of purchasing a well site and for purposes of con-
structing said improvements to the Wilton Water System, which
improvements shall include a gravel packed well off Route 31
South, a 600,000 gallon water storage tank off Abbot Hill Road,
and all necessary transmission lines, to be raised by the issue of
serial bonds and notes in the sum of One Million and Three Hun-
dred Thousand and no/ 100 Dollars, or such lesser sum as shall be
required after allowance for Federal grants, under and in com-
pliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (New
Hampshire RSA 33:1 et seq. as amended) and to authorize the Se-
lectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and determine
the rate of interest thereon; and to take such other action as may be
necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of
such bonds or notes as shall be in the best interests of the Town of
Wilton; and to authorize the Selectmen to apply for Federal grants
from the Housing and Urban Development Administration of the
United States Government or such other agencies from which
grants may be able to help finance the total project cost of One
Million and Three Hundred Thousand and No/ 100 Dollars
($1,300,000.00) and to allow the Selectmen to expend such monies
as become available from the Federal Government from whatever
source and to authorize the Selectmen and the Water Commis-
sioners to construct the project and to pass any vote relating
thereto.
(Budget committee recommends this article.)
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $821,400.00 for the purpose of constructing:
1 . Those improvements to the existing Wilton Water Works
system and Mill Brook-Stockwell Brook reservoir/watershed,
including the drilling and testing of wells or the installation of
water filtration facilities necessary to provide the supply of
water to the Town in compliance with existing State of New
Hampshire standards (N.H. RSA 148:1, et seq., as amended);
and
2. Those improvements necessary to the existing Wilton
Water Works distribution system to provide for the increase of
water pressure by standpipe or otherwise, to an acceptable level
at Abbot Hill Acres, Dale Street and such other areas within the
distribution system where safety is threatened by the now
existing low water pressure.
Hoyle, Tanner and Associates of Londonderry, New Hamp-
shire shall for reasonable compensation design and supervise the
construction of these water system improvements.
Such sum to be raised by the issuance of serial bonds and notes
in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act
(N.H. RSA 33:1, et. seq., as amended) and to authorize the Select-
men to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine
the rate of interest thereon and to take such other action as may be
necessary to effect the issuance and negotiation, sale and delivery
of such bonds or notes as shall be in the best interest of the Town of
Wilton and also to direct the Selectmen to apply for and to receive
such Federal, State or private grants, loans or other funding avail-
able for the financing of within water system improvements in
combination with the issuance of bonds and notes by the Selectmen
and that if such grants or loans are not forthcoming to authorize
the Selectmen and Wilton Water Commissioners to construct the
within water system improvements and pass any vote relating
thereto. (By Petition)
(Budget Committee recommends this article.)
8. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors and Committees or
Officers heretofore chosen, and to pass any vote relating thereto.
9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and
Town Treasurer to borrow money upon the credit of the Town in
anticipation of taxes, or take any other action relating thereto.
10. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to ad-
minister or dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town through
Tax Collector's Deed, or take any other action relating thereto.
1 1 To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
and receive and expend federal or state grants, which may become
available during the course of the year, and also to accept and ex-
pend money from other governmental unit or private source to be
used for purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate
money; provided; (1) that such grants and other monies do not re-
quire the expenditure of other town funds. (2) that a public hearing
shall be held by the Selectmen prior to the receipt and expenditure
of such grants and monies; and (3) that such items shall be exempt
from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and expen-
diture of town monies, all as provided by RSA 31:95-b.
12. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund for Bridges and to transfer the sum of Twenty-Eight Thou-
sand Dollars (S28.OO0.O0) from the General Town of Wilton
Capital Reserve Fund to Capital Reserve Fund for Bridges or take
any other action relating thereto.
13. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund for Highway Equipment and to transfer the sum of Ten
Thousand Dollars (S10.000.00) from the General Town of Wilton
Capital Reserve Fund to the Capital Reserve Fund for Highway
Equipment or take any other action relating thereto.
14. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund
for Fire Equipment and to transfer the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars (S10.000.00) from the General Town of Wilton Capital
Reserve Fund to the Capital Reserve Fund for Fire Equipment or
take any other action relating thereto.
15. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund for Police Equipment and to transfer the sum of Five Thou-
sand Dollars ($5000.00) from the General Town of Wilton Capital
Reserve Fund, to the Capital Reserve Fund for Police Equipment
or take any other action relating thereto.
16. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund for .Ambulance and to transfer the sum of Twenty Thousand
Nine Hundred Ninety-Two Dollars and Twenty-Two cents
(S20.992.22i from the General Town of Wilton Capital Reserve
Fund to the Capital Reserve Fund for .Ambulance or take any other
action relating thereto.
1". To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund for the Wilton Recycling Center and to change the name from
the present Sinking Fund established for said recycling center to the
Capital Reserve Fund for the Wilton Recycling Center or take any
other action relating thereto.
8
18. To see if the Town will vote to withdraw Twenty-Eight
Thousand Dollars ($28,000.00) from the Bridges Capital Reserve
Fund for the Russell Hill Bridge or take any other action relating
thereto.
19. To see if the Town will vote to withdraw Twenty Thousand
Nine Hundred Ninety-Two Dollars and Twenty-Two cents
($20,992.22) from the Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund for the
purchase of a new ambulance or take any other action relating
thereto.
20. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize
the withdrawal from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for the use
as setoffs against budgeted appropriation for the following specific




Police Radio/Typewriter 1 ,975 .00
Master Plan 7,000.00
Fire Department Capital 6,290.00
Bridges 17,000.00
$49,465.00
21. To see if the Town will vote to accept the Budget as pre-
pared by the Budget Committee or make any alterations relating
thereto so that the Town will raise and appropriate such sums of
money as may be necessary for the Town charges and necessary
expenses.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
$15,000.00 for the Capital Reserve Fund to be transferred as
follows: $10,000.00 to the Fire Capital Reserve and $5,000.00 to
the Highway Capital or take any other action relating thereto.
23. To see if the Town of Wilton, New Hampshire, wishes to
instruct the Trustees of the Trust Funds to transfer Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000.00) income from the Roland Cooley & Gregg Free
Library. The Library Trustees will use the money to begin imple-
mentation of the plan to improve access to the library building; or
take any action relating thereto. (By Petition)
24. "To see if the Town of Wilton shall call upon the Governor
and Executive Council, its State Representative(s) and State
Senator to promptly convene a Special Session of the Legislature
for the sole purpose of preventing the imposition of huge cost
increases in electric rates resulting from the Seabrook Nuclear
Power Plant on the citizens, businesses, schools and agencies in the
Town of Wilton, and to direct the Selectmen to promptly notify
our above listed elected officials of the Town's desire." (By Peti-
tion)
25. To transact any other business that may legally come before
said meeting.





Selectmen of Wilton, N.H.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT — 1983
The sewer project was completed with the exception of paving
Main and Dale Streets. These two streets will be completed during
late summer of 1984.
The Dale Street project was started in the early fall with over
1300 feet of drainage pipe and catch basins laid before the ground
froze. This project will be completed during the summer.
United Appraisal completed the property re-evaluation of the
Town and after subsequent hearings the records were turned over
to the Town.
During the summer months several cross beams to the Russell
Hill (Moors) Bridge were replaced. Unfortunately these repairs
were insufficient and failed in December, future repairs will have to
be made.
The Town has received a State order from the State Water Sup-
ply and Pollution Control Commission to develop and implement a
new water system. The subject of water was discussed several times
at the continued Town Meetings with no decision made.
In November we received our tax rate from Concord which is as
follows: Town $4.89, Schools $15.77, County $1.78, for a total of
$22.44 per thousand dollars of valuation. The tax bills were mailed
out in the middle of November with a due date of December 16th.
Since the mailing of the tax bills there have been a lot of ques-
tions concerning property assessments. These questions have taken
a great deal of time through the end of the year.
We received the resignations of Gilbert Testa as Fire Chief and
Robert Pollock as Assistant Fire Chief effective December 31,
1983. Both men completed thirty years of service as members of the
Wilton Fire Department. We would like to express our sincere and
heartfelt thanks for the years of dedicated service to both men.
Rene Houle was appointed Fire Chief and Carl Boutwell Assis-
tant Fire Chief effective January 1, 1984.
We would like to thank all our Town Department heads and a
special thank you to our secretaries, Sandra Trow and Barbara





SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1983
Description Value
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 259,400.00
Furniture and Equipment 25,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 373,100.00
Furniture and Equipment 10,000.00
Police Department, Equipment 11,000.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 172,000.00
Equipment 100,000.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 90,000.00
Equipment 80,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds, Town Forests 139,900.00
Water Supply Facilities 27,000.00
Sewer Plant and Facilities 100,000.00
Schools, Land and Buildings, Equipment 2,425,600.00
All Lands and Buildings acquired
through Tax Collector's deeds
Eaton Land 3,600.00











All funds in custody of treasurer $370,865.17
Total Cash $370,865.17
Capital Reserve Fund 73,992.22
Recycle Capital Reserve 1 ,908.96
Total Capital Reserve Funds 75,901.18
Accounts Due to the Town
Due from State:
Highway Construe 'n Accounts
Unexpended Bal. in State Treasury
Revenue Sharing 60,857.81
Accounts Receivable 18,448.32
Recycle Center Capital 12,421 .66
Other bills due Town:
Water Department 1 8,849.93
Total Accounts Due to the Town 1 10,577.72
Unredeemed Taxes:
(a) Levy of 1982 25,992.77
(b) Levy of 1981 9,051.42
Total Unredeemed Taxes 35,044. 19
Uncollected Taxes:
(a) Levy of 1983 352,438.04
(b) Levy of 1982 1,040.00
(c) Uncollected Sewer Rents/
Assessments 6,240.00
Total Uncollected Taxes 359,718.04
Total Assets 952,106.30
Fund Balance - December 31, 1982 56,216.00
Fund Balance - December 31, 1983 109,438.36
Change in Financial Condition 53,222.36
18
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Sewer Fund !5 5,474.10
Bridges 6,392.53











School District(s) Tax(es) Payable
Wilton-Lyndeborough 393,609.17
Wilton School District 260,629.00
Total Accounts Owed by the Town 766,766.76
Capital Reserve Funds:
Capital Reserve 73,992.22
Recycle Capital Reserve 1,908.96








Town officers' salaries $9,282.00
Town officers' expenses 27,935. 10
Election and Registration expenses 750.00
Cemeteries 9,500.00
General Government Buildings 17,010.00
Planning and Zoning 5,859.00
Legal Expenses 10,000.00









General Highway Department Expenses 40,400.00




Solid Waste Disposal, Recycle Center 63,500.00
Health
Health Department, Officer 200.00







Old Age Assistance 7,000.00
Aid to the Disabled, St. Joseph 650.00
Culture and Recreation
Library 26,374.00





Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 108,906.00
Interest Expense - Long-Term Bonds & Notes 18,000.00
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 50,000.00
Capital Outlay
Police Cruiser RS 8,365.00
Highway Radio 900.00
20
Correction to the Town Report
Please insert this suppliment into your
1983 Town Report
DFTATLFO STATEMFNT OF PAYMFNTS
TOWN OFFICFRS' SAI ARTFS
APPROPRIATION 9.282.00
TAX COl LFCTOR-SANDRA TROW
TRFASURER-BARRY GREENE
TOWN ClFRK-SANDRA TROW
OVFRSEER OF WF.I.FARF- C MCGFTTTGAN
TRUSTEE TRUST FUNDS-JOHN HUTCHINSON
Rl OR TNSPECTOR-NORMAN STTMSON
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Highway Truck RS 22,500.00
Operating Transfers Out
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds 20,000.00
Police Radar RS 1,756.00




Municipal Water Department 33,100.00
Municipal Sewer Department 51,725.00









National Bank Stock Taxes 100.00
Yield Taxes 8,500.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 15,000.00
Resident Tax Penalties 300.00
Intergovernmental Revenues
Shared Revenue, Block Grant 54,740.00
Highway Subsidy, $8,694/$6,869 15,563.00
Highway Block Grant 25,830.00
State Aid Water Pollution Projects 96,406.00
Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 495.00
Business Profits Tax
Motor Vehicle Distribution 5,552.00
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 80,000.00
Dog Licenses 1,500.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 10.00
Fines, Forfeits, Municipal Court 2,000.00
Charges for Services
Income From Departments 16,550.00
Rent of Town Property 2,000.00
Recycling - Other Towns 69,400.00
Recycling - Sales 17,000.00
Income from Trust Funds 10,000.00
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interests on Deposits 38,000.00




Income from Water and Sewer Departments 84,825.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 38,481.00
Fund Balance Unaudited $56,716 -0-
Total Revenues and Credits $598,712.00
Tax Rate Computation
Total Town Appropriations $ 890,806.00
Total Revenues and Credits 598,712.00
Net Town Appropriations 292,094.00
Net School Tax Assessment(s) $707,230/$540,698 1,247,928.00
County Tax Assessment 138,950.00
Total of Town, School and County 1,678,972.00
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 97,891.00
ADD War Service Credits 10,500.00
ADD Overlay 81,747.00
Property Taxes to be Raised 1,673,328.00
Proof of Tax Rate Computation
Valuation: $74,568,979 X Tax Rate: $22.44 =
Property Taxes to be Raised: $1,673,328.00
Total Property Taxes to be Raised: $1,673,328.00
Tax Commitment Analysis
A Property Taxes to be Raised
B Gross Precinct and/or Service Areas Taxes
CTotaKa&b)
D Less War Service Credits




















Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1983
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning of Fiscal Year
1983 1982 Prior
Property Taxes $321,023.42
Resident Taxes 4,010.00 1,930.00
Sewer Rents 1,600.00 120.00
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $1,662,827.93
Resident Taxes 16,160.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 74.80






a/c Property Taxes 50.00 1,144.55
a/c Resident Taxes 20.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent
Property Taxes 174.83 13,908.20
Penalties Collected


















National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rents
Interest Collected During Year
Penalties on Resident Taxes 4.00




Uncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year:




Total Credits $1,706,664.89 $343,067.20 $2,054.00
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1983
j
. ax aaies un aCCOUI1L UI LitT
Previous
1982 1981 1980 Years
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year* $ $25,467.98 $14,027.23 $3.45
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year** 42,673.20
Interest Collected After Sale 758.89 2,802.67 4,651.91
Redemption Costs 141.60 47.10 58.60
Overpayment by mortgagee 329.18
Total Debits $43,902.87 $28,317.75 $18,737.74 $3.45
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Redemptions $17,009.61 $16,416.56 $14,027.23
Interest & Costs
After Sale 900.49 2,849.77 4,710.51
Abatements During Year 3.45
Unredeemed Taxes -
End of Fiscal Year 25,992.77 9,051.42
Total Credits $43,902.87 $28,317.75 $18,737.74 $3.45
These sums represent the total of Unredeemed Taxes, as of January 1, 1983 from Tax
Sales held in Previous Fiscal Years.
Amount of Tax Sale(s) held during current fiscal year, including
total amount of taxes, interest and costs to date of sale(s).
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UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX SALES
As of December 31, 1983
Levies of
1982 1981




Allan & Lana Crooker 815.91
Elizabeth Edwards 480.93
David Gilmartin 64.05
G & P Construction 90.98 271.61
Barry and Martha Greene 330.19 304.50
Martha Greene 2,413.81
Nicholas Greene, et al 169.62 155.05
Joseph & Joyce Galletta 31.05
Hillsborough Mills 326.19
Paul & Sheila Hutchinson 29.05
H. James & Carol Kennedy 75.05
Elizabeth Kennedy 155.05
Lloyd Locklin 865.49
Paul Maloney 2,622.57 139.26
Edna Manning 504.16 401.41
Douglas Merrill 2,470.00
Michelson Livestock 274.00
James & Joyce Nelson 3,269.00
Abbot Packard 351.94 660.95
Allen & Andrea Patten 281.24
Margaret Pelletier 1,387.40 1,310.64
Proctor, Proctor, Greene 1,386.97 1,252.17
Proctor & Proctor 17.40
Robert Robbins 656.73 60.49
James & Donna Robinson 31.05
Milena Sawers 1,589.76
John Skelly 121.53
Joseph Straub 920.29 763.09
Mark & Jeanne Umenhofer 996.48
Donald & Serenella Warnock 1,387.97
Marwood Davidson 84.11










National Bank Stock Taxes
$1,306,675.48
13,630.00
Current Year -1983 74.80
Yield Taxes - Current Year - 1983 4,296.33
Property Taxes and Yield
Taxes - Previous Years 321,316.60
Resident Taxes - Previous Years 3,010.00
Interest received on
Delinquent Taxes 22,296.83
Penalties: Resident Taxes 382.00
Tax sales redeemed 47,453.40
Fees Collected 844.10
Total Taxes Collected and Remitted 1,719,979.54
Intergovernmental Revenues
Highway Subsidy 15,563.51
Town Road Aid Block Grant 25,830.24
Reimb. a/c State-Federal
Forest Land 461.91
Business Profits Tax 152,631.40
Motor Vehicle Distribution 5,551.84
Total Intergovernmental Revenues 200,638.90
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 100,360.50
Dog Licenses 1,232.75
Business Licenses, Permits
and Filing Fees 5.00
Total Licenses and Permits 101,598.25
Charges for Services
Income from Departments 79,226.87
Rent of Town Property 2,365.00
Total Charge for Services 81,591.87
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Miscellaneous Revenues
Interest on Deposits 38,056.68
Sale of Town Property (Cruiser) 350.00
Unemployment Refund 745.26
Public Liability Refund 448.00
Accounts Receivable 34,723.08
IRS Refund 3,231.60
Total Miscellaneous Revenues 77,554.62
Other Financing Sources
Income from Water, Sewer 67,584.64
Revenue Sharing Fund 37,895.84
Trust Funds 9,718.41




Marriage License Fees 338.00
Total Non-Revenue Receipts $ 950,338.00
Total Receipts from All Sources 3,246,300.07







Town officers' salaries $ 8,867.50
Town officers' expenses 30,03 1 .95
Election & Registration expenses 910.54
General Government Buildings 15,315.97
Reappraisal of Property 16,952.58
Planning & Zoning 5 ,754.76
Legal Expenses 3,170.35
Advertising & Regional Assoc. 1 50.00
Other Gen. Governmental Exp. 16,663.56




Other Public Safety Exp. 10,376.29
Total Public Safety Expenses 115,988.19
Highways, Streets, Bridges
Town Maintenance 126,162.16
General Highway Dept. Exp. 6,232.24
Town Road Aid, Dale St. Proj. 8,065.83
Highway Subsidy 21,034.59
Street Lighting 13,243.37
Other Hwys. & Bridges Exp. 36,158.91
Total Highways & Bridges Expenses 210,897. 10
Sanitation
Solid Waste Disposal/Recycle Center 60,318.96
Health
Health Department 9,425.70
Hospitals & Ambulances 4,459.23
Animal Control 202.37
Vital Statistics 150.00








Parks & Recreation 2,153.79
Patriotic Purposes 750.00
Conservation Com. Goss Park. 4,070.91
Total Culture & Recreational Expeiises
Debt Service
Principal of Long-Term
Bond & Notes 12,500.00
Interest Expense - Long-Term
Bonds & Notes 16,750.00
Interest Expense - Tax
Anticipation Notes 36,769.48










Total Capital Outlay 57,422.39
Operating Transfers Out
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds 21,250.00
Miscellaneous
Municipal Water Department 67,449.32
Municipal Sewer Department 19,471.79
FICA, Retirement &
Pension Contributions 25,581.14
Insurance 1 1 ,296.47
Unemployment Compensation 1,280.57
Other Misc. Expenses 10,355.24




Anticipation Notes 950, 000. (X)
Taxes bought by town 42,673 .20
Discounts. Abatements & Refunds 102, "17. 00
Other Unclassified expenses 325.00




a c Dog License Fees 133.50
Taxes paid to County 138.950.00
Payments to School Districts
(1983 Tax S622.859.25)
(1984 Tax S5"", 621. 00) 1,200,480.25
Total Payments to Other
Governmental Divisions 1,339,563.75
Total Payments for all Purposes 3,262,616.59
Cash on hand December 31. 1983 370,865.1"
Grand Total S3. 633,481. 76
TREASURER' S REPORT
Cash on hand 1-1-83 S 38", 181. 69
Receipts 1-1-83 thru 12-31-83 3,246,300.07
S3, 633,481. 76
Payments 1-1-83 thru 12-31-83 3,262,616.59
Cash on hand 370,865.17
S3, 633,481. 76
Revenue Sharing .Analysis






SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Land - Improved & Unimproved
Buildings
Public Utilities, Electric
House Trailers, Mobile Homes
and Travel Trailers





School Dining Room, Dormitory



















Type of Elderly Exemption being granted:
Expanded Elderly Exemption, Adopted 1983
Number of Individuals Granted




No. of Owners No , of Acres
Farm Land 22 1048
Forest Land 36 3675
Wild Land
1) Unproductive 5 233
2) Productive 14 865
3) Natural Preserve 1 68
Wetland 7 118
Discretionary Easements 2 24
Total Number of Individual
Property Owners in Current Use
Total Number of Acres




January 1, 1983 through December 31, 1983
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCOUNT:













Remitted to Treasurer • $100,360.50
MARRIAGE LICENSE FEES:
26 Marriage Licenses @ $13.00 $338.00
Remitted to Treasurer: $338.00
Paid to State $ 325.00
Balance Due State 13.00
$ 338.00
FILING FEE ACCOUNT:
5 Filing Fees @ $1.00 $ 5.00
Remitted to Treasurer: 5.00
DOG LICENSE ACCOUNT:
2 1982 Dog Licenses $ 15.10
263 1983 Dog Licenses 1,158.65
4 1983 Group Licenses 56.00




SANDRA M. TROW, Town Clerk
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$1,232.75
OFTATLFD STATEMENT OF PAYMFNTS
TOWN OFFICERS' SAI ARTFS
APPROPRIATION 9.?fl?'.00
TAX COL LECTOR-SANDRA TROW
TRFASURER-BARRY GREENF
TOWN CLERK-SANDRA TROW
OVFRSEER OF WELFARE- C MCGETTIGAN
TRUSTEE TRUST FUNDS-JOHN HUTCHTNSON
Bl DG TNSPECTOR-NORMAN STTMSON








































































































































































INTEREST ON TEMPORARY I OANS
APPROPRIATION 50.000.00
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PARKS K PI AYGROUNO, TNO. BAND CONCERTS
APPROPRIATION 1,270.00
t AROR






























POMP T MO STATIONS
COMMUNTCAT I ONS
COMPUTER BILLING
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APPROPRIATION 7 9 . '.
CHTEE SALARY
SA! ARY-REkHLAR OFFICERS



























PATCH- HOT TOP 3.500.00
TOTAL. -8,957.15
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
TOWN OF WILTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
December 31, 1983
Unexpended
BALANCE, December 31, 1982 Principal Income Balance
415 Cemetery Lots $ 80.952.12 S 0.00 S 80.952.12
Capital Reserve Funds 41.081.66 8.633.36 49.715.02
Dump Recycling Sinking Fund 625.00 0.27 625.27
Isaac Spalding School Fund 10.260.00 0.00 10.260.00
Hattie Livesey School Fund 8.139.03 0.00 8.139.03
Hannah Howard School Fund 2.430.00 0.00 2,430.00
S. Archibald Smith Prize Fund 1.000.00 60.10 1.060.10
Roland R. Cooley Fund 10. 000. 00 5.242.98 15,242.98
S. L. Abbott Memorial
Park Fund 24.600.00 1,550.62 26.150.62
S179.087.81 $15,487.33 $194,575.14
RECEIPTS, January 1, 1983 to December 31, 1983
Isaac Spalding School Fund $ 1,064.23
Hattie Livesey School Fund 1.406.10
Hannah Howard School Fund 386.10 $ 2.856.43
S. Archibald Smith Prize Fund 119.21
Roland R. Cooley Fund 1.061.32
Capital Reserve Funds 4,277.20
S. L. Abbott Memorial
Park Fund 2.250.84
Dump Recycling Sinking Fund 33.69
New England Electric 1 Baristo) - 12.60





L. & B. Putnam $100.00
Lucille Upton 200.00
Albert GrosLouis 300.00
0. &L. Dube 100.00
Perry W. Hadley, Sr. 150.00
Lillian Parsons 200.00
Dorothy Norwood 50.00 1.100.00
All Other Income 12,439.18 45.400.47
TOTAL AVAILABLE FUNDS $239,975.61
DISBURSEMENTS, January 1, 1983 to December 31, 1983
Safe Deposit Box Rent $ 15.00
Rodney C. Woodman. Inc. 35.85
S. A. Smith Prize Fund
(K. Sullivan) 119.21
Wilton School District 2.856.43
Town of Wilton 9.718.41 $12,744.90
Loss on Securities:
B & M Railroad Co. Bonds
(No Value) $ 900.00
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B & M Railroad Co. Scrip Cert.
(No Value)
BALANCE, December 31, 1983
421 Cemetery Lots
Capital Reserve Funds
Dump Recycling Sinking Fund
Isaac Spalding School Fund
Hattie Livesey School Fund
Hannah Howard School Fund
S. Archibald Smith Prize Fund
Roland R. Cooley Fund
S. L. Abbott Memorial
Park Fund















STATEMENT OF INVESTMENTS OF TRUST FUNDS
TOWN OF WILTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
December 31, 1983
Cash on Hand, December 31, 1983 $ 5,984.33
Premium Savings, Common Fund, Indian Head National Bank 7,000.00
Money Market Certificate, Common Fund, Indian Head National Bank 23,000.00
Money Market Certificate, Common Fund, Indian Head National Bank 7,000.00
$5,000 U.S. Government "H" Bond, Common Fund 5,000.00
1,150.740 shs. Chemical Fund, Inc., Common Fund 1,638.36
429.986 shs. Eaton & Howard Balanced Fund, Common Fund 2,367.33
5,427.476 shs. Puritan Fund, Inc., Common Fund 25,007.04
2,327.660 shs. Seligman Common Stock Fund, Common Fund 7,717.68
4 shs. New England Electric System, Baristo Fund 80.00
Choice Investment Account, Capital Reserve Funds, Indian Head Bank 73,992.22
Regular Savings, Dump Recycling Sinking Fund, Indian Head National Bank 1,908.96
Money Market Certificate, I. Spalding School Fund, Indian Head Bank 3,700.00
$5,000 Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe RR Co. Bond,
I. Spalding School Fund 5,000.00
Money Market Certificate, H. Livesey School Fund, Indian Head Bank 2,949.00
318 shs. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., Common, School Funds 8,180.03
Money Market Certificate, S. Archibald Smith Prize Fund,
Indian Head Bank 1,000.00
Money Market Certificate, Roland R. Cooley Fund, Indian Head Bank 10,000.00
Premium Savings, Roland R. Cooley Fund, Indian Head National Bank 6,304.30
Choice Investment Account, S. L. Abbott Memorial Park Fund,
Indian Head Bank 28,401.46





Trustees of the Trust Funds
Town of Wilton, New Hampshire
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WILTON PUBLIC-GREGG FREE LIBRARY REPORT
The week of October 17 through October 22 was a time of
celebration for the library. The library had a full agenda of events
for the week. On Tuesday Harold Melcher and Gary Crooker gave
readings of poetry and excerpts from "Our Town" by Thornton
Wilder in the evening. On Thursday afternoon, Donna Titus re-
enacted the life of Celia Thaxter, the New Hampshire poet, for the
children of the town. Saturday afternoon was the climax of the
week. Balloons hung from the ceiling in the new children's area
downstairs, and a huge birthday cake was in the rotunda for all to
enjoy. It was baked by Mrs. Barbara Boisvert. Mr. Harland
Savage, Jr., chairman of the trustees, and Mr. Earl Watts, trustee,
formally opened the new children's room downstairs. Mr. Savage
spoke of his pleasure in the achievement of a new children's room.
He also said it was a beginning of the long-range plan of better
access to the library. This is the most pressing goal for us all.
During December, Harold Melcher helped us celebrate the
season by reading the "Christmas Carol" by Charles Dickens for
an evening program. Mr. and Mrs. Eliot Ware served refreshments
provided by themselves and friends of the library. A beautiful tree
donated by Mr. Philip Heald decorated the rotunda for the holiday
season. The friends of the library decorated the library. A series of
three gingerbread house making sessions were held by the chil-
dren's librarian, Mrs. Carol Magnuson. Mrs. Ruth Ann Mac-
Farland and Mrs. Donald Paro are new people on our staff.
The summer reading program for children, "The Pot of Gold"
reading club, was a success. All enjoyed the ice cream and awards
party.
Our library is a busy place and the circulation figures reflect it.
In 1983, 32,128 items circulated; this is up from 30,614 in 1982 and
27,772 in 1981. In just three years our circulation has increased
4,356.
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WILTON PUBLIC AND GREGG FREE LIBRARY
Treasurer's Report for 1983
Operating Budget
RECEIPTS:
Operating balance January 1, 1983 $ 1,959.66
Fines, copier 907.48
Unrestricted current gifts 139.00
Keyes Memorial Trust 100.00
Equipment sale and misc. 205.55
Interest 182.28
Trust Funds:
Charles F. Blanchard 473.35
Fanny W. Blanchard 118.34
George W. Blanchard 236.68
Lucy S. Blanchard 238.25
Arthur H. Burns 145.16
C. H. Burns 252.45
Hattie F. Clark 356.59
Daniel Cragin 18.93
James Day 541.20
Sally M. Frye 58.38
David A. Gregg 1,992.40
Clara Lewis 7,613.06
E. A. Newell 247.72
George A. Newell 69.42
A. M. Pendleton 430.75
Nellie Perham 23.67
Annie L. Powers 66.27
E. M. Proctor 523.84
A. W. Putnam 290.32
George A. Whiting 2,038.56
T. V. Williams 118.34 15,853.68










Books, magazines, records, filmstrips 9,319.93
Hillstown Co-op Library Service 100.00
Mileage 326.80







Land and building 1,457.40
New Equipment 1,395.65
Staff development 294.00
Clerical and misc. 206.20
Building Project $1,509.16
Less: N.H. State grant 500.00 1,009.16
NOW account reserve returned
to trust funds 500.00
Deposit to painting and restoration fund 500.00
$44,290.49
Operating balance December 31 , 1983 $ 1,257.16
Painting and Restoration Savings Account
Balance January 1, 1983 $ 2,518.43
Interest 133.97
Deposit from operating budget 500.00
Less: Painting walls and
shelves $1,339.00
Balance December 31, 1983 $ 1,813.40
Respectfully submitted,
GLORY ANN BIER, Treasurer
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WILTON POLICE DEPARTMENT 1983
The year 1983 shows a total number of complaints handled by
the department of 2489, representing approximately 10% increase
over the previous year.
Complaints such as Assaults, Bad Checks, Burglaries, Child
Abuse, Drugs, Larcenies, Criminal Mischief and Juveniles have all
increased dramatically.
It is hoped that the department will be allotted funds this year
so that we will be able to hire a Special Officer to walk a beat down-
town two nights a week during the summer months, hopefully to
quell some of the Criminal Mischief and Juvenile problems.
Motor Vehicle Accidents are down slightly this past year, how-
ever Bodily Injury accidents increased by approximately five, some
of this was due to the extremely icy conditions during December.
Officer John Wagner resigned in October for personal reasons
and his position has been filled with Special Officers until his re-
placement can be hired and sent to the Academy.
Officer Paul Blanchette celebrated his 30th year as a Special Of-
ficer with the Wilton Police Department. Paul was hired in Novem-
ber 1953 and has been used as a Special continuously since that
date. The entire department wishes to extend our congratulations.
In closing I would like to once again express my sincere thanks
to the citizens of Wilton for their continued support, and to the
members of the department for their continued devotion.
Respectfully submitted,



















Larceny (Under $50.00) 47
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(2) Personal Injury Accidents 28
(3) Property Damage Accidents 57
Aid Rendered 515
Alarms Answered 177
Assists to Other Departments 342
Misc. Complaints 480
Motor Vehicle 653
Motor Vehicle Warnings and Checkups 524
Arrests 151
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1983 WILTON FIRE REPORT
In 1983 there was a structure fire that totaled the Pine Hill
School, forcing them to seek new facilities. At the present time they
are planning to rebuild at a different location.
There was also a fire at the Elementary School which could have
been more serious, but due to sprinklers there was less damage
done.
The reel truck was completed and put into service. It has been
used several times since it was received.
Some of the firemen have attended training schools this past
year and several have completed the Certified Firefighters Course.
This training with Mutual Aid training and fire department has
kept the firemen active.
Again the firemen and I want to thank the townspeople, town
officials, and town departments for their help and cooperation this
past year. I want to thank the firemen and my deputies for their


















After much searching and expense the Wilton Water Depart-
ment has agreed to propose a new water system for the Wilton
Water Works.
Our proposal is to drill a gravel-packed well on Route 31 west of
Wilton on property owned by the William Abbott Trust and con-
struct a 600,000 gallon standpipe on Abbott Hill above the acres,
install about 18,000 feet of transmission line to correct pressure and
volume deficiency that have plagued the system for years. We have
applied for a $400,000 grant from HUD to help fund this project.
We feel this is the best alternative to the present system.
A treatment plant might be a little less expensive to install, but
the cost of maintenance would be much more, and we would be
subject to continuing requirements on the manning of the system
from the State of New Hampshire.
The Wilton Water Department will be installing meters in all
service locations if the new system is constructed. The reason for
the installation of meters is to control the amount of water that we





Charles O. McGettigan, Jr.
1983 Water Department Financial Statement of Water Users
Debit Credit
1982 Uncollected $ 7,410.00 $
1983 Billing 52,056.22
1983 Added Service 60.00
Collected and Remitted 46,600.00
Abatements (1982 & 1983) 780.00




January 1, 1983 to December 31, 1983
RECEIPTS:
Indian Head National
Bank (loan) $ 580,000.00
Interest on Funds 33,218.80





State of N.H. (Bond) 613,900.00
State of N.H.
(Bond repayment) 67,891 .50
$3,221,060.30
EXPENDITURES:









Cash on Hand December 31, 1983 $ 63,701.20
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REPORT OF BUILDING INSPECTOR
Norman K. Stimson
Est.
New Dwellings: Cost: Fee:
Clifford G. Belcher, Jr. $ 4,000.00 $ 2.00
D. Swain & Elizabeth A. Pratt 65,000.00 32.00
Robert R. Duquette 35,000.00 17.00
Clara E. Lavigne 35,000.00 17.00
G & P Construction 56,000.00 27.50
David Griffiths 30,000.00 14.50
Larry & Diane Roberts 55,000.00 27.00
Dan & Shirley Tallman 42,186.00 20.55
Eric & Virginia Collins 35,000.00 19.50
Warren Smith 60,793.00 29.50
Todd A. Olson 48,000.00 23.50
Robert Bragdon 35,000.00 17.00
Edward Sullivan 30,000.00 14.50
John M. Rysnik 47,900.00 23.45
Samuel Devine 30,000.00 14.50
T.F. & O.S. Brigham 50,000.00 24.50
Jonathan Sargent 38,000.00 18.50
Alexander Morse 30,000.00 14.50
Kevin & Susan Jean 44,000.00 21.00
Mark Whitehill 80,000.00 39.50
Dennis Knowlton 44,000.00 21.50
Michael Shea 14,000.00 6.50
$445.50
Barns, Garages & Additions:
Daniel Ferguson 500.00 $ 2.00
Clayton Miller 600.00 2.00
Thomas Holmes 500.00 2.00
David Dubois 5,000.00 2.00
Michael Webb 1,000.00 2.00
Donald Philbrick 150.00 2.00
William J. McKeown 15,000.00 7.00
Jonathan Hall 427.00 2.00
Robert Prest 3,000.00 2.00
Kenneth Smith 800.00 2.00
Thomas Baker 5,000.00 2.00
Elizabeth Drolet 25,000.00 14.50
James Bronson 1,200.00 2.00
Terry Sampson 5,000.00 2.00
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Rosemarie Tremblay 5,000.00 2.00
Norman E. Licht 250.00 2.00
Andrew T. Benoit 1,500.00 2.00
Bruce Bostock 300.00 2.00
Sean Henry 2,000.00 2.00
Paul Putnam 2,000.00 2.00
Robert Bragdon 500.00 2.00
Lucille Shay 7,000.00 3.00
David Gage 250.00 2.00
Jean MacKay 7,000.00 3.00
G. Thomas Davidson 200.00 2.00
Earl D. Roy 1,200.00 2.00
Manon Thibodeau 6,124.00 2.50
John Burns 6,000.00 2.50
George Lowell 600.00 2.00
Wilfrid Daly 2,500.00 2.00
John Burns 5,000.00 2.00
Ron Perry 23,000.00 11.00
Dennis Knowlton 2.00
Allen Durfee 10,000.00 4.50
Michelle Eckhardt 10,000.00 4.50
Donald Philbrick 10,000.00 4.50
D. Ann Carlsmith 10,000.00 4.50
Lionel Deschenes 7,500.00 3.50
$117.00
Alterations & Miscellaneous:
David Proctor 6,000.00 2.50
James A. Tuttle 2,000.00 2.00
Lucille Upton 500.00 2.00
Rodney Sanders 5,000.00 2.00
Maurine Grunsfeld 2,000.00 2.00
Thatcher Clark 3,000.00 2.00
Dana Kimball 5,000.00 2.00
$ 14.50
Mobile Homes:
Donald Philbrick 17,000.00 8.00
Vernon Greeley 2,500.00 2.00
$ 10.00
Commercial, Business & Industrial:
Charles Crawford 30,000.00 14.50












I am pleased to report that the Center brought in more money in
1983 than it has in the past two years. Many markets for recycled
materials are on the rise. A surge in the price per ton for cardboard,
newspaper and mixed paper more than compensated for a decrease
in market value for glass and some metals. This year, our best
sellers were cardboard ($4383 total income), aluminum cans
($4168), and newspaper ($3857). Our income total for the year was
$17,586!
As for the aesthetics of the Center, 1983 was also a good year
for landscaping. Flowers and shrubs, donated by the Wilton
Garden Club, were planted in two areas of the Center and received
great praise. Another improvement was that of black-topping in
front of the Center. This has not only made it easier for the public,
but for the employees as well.
Representatives of the six towns of the Recycling Center Co-Op
meet quarterly to review the Center's operation. We deal with
problems such as user participation, budgeting for the Center and
locating new landfill sites. These meetings are open to the public
and all interested are encouraged to attend.
I'd like to thank the public for making this such a good year at






AMBULANCE AND RESCUE ASSOCIATION
The Wilton-Lyndeborough Ambulance has again had a busy
year with a total of 217 runs for the year 1983. The ratio of the calls
ran one-third accidents to two-thirds home illness.
We presently have Thirty-Two (32) Attendants on our roster
and all are upgrading their credentials throughout the year.
New equipment purchased, with money from our Gift Fund, in-
clude two portable radios, which will be helpful in advanced Life
Support; KED Extrication Device and a set of Philadelphia Extra-
cation Collars.
At this time we would like to thank Betty Stevens for her nine
years of service as Squad Leader. Betty resigned this position dur-
ing the year, but still remained through the end of the year as our
scheduling officer and public relations officer. Ronald Parsons was
elected to the post of Squad Leader to replace her.
We are currently in the process of discussing and getting bids
for a New ambulance. The present one has seen "Better Days" and
we hope that the town will think positively about the purchase of a
new vehicle.
EVELYN HARWOOD, President of the Association
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT — 1983
Winter Maintenance
The winter months of January, February, March, and
December were not as difficult as the winter of '82, because the
temperatures were higher following the snow storms, preventing
the ice build-up that occurred in 1982.
We acquired a 1977 Mack truck in November 1982, and a 1979
Mack in the summer of 1983. These trucks have been real additions
to the department's equipment, as we are not faced with the con-
stant break-downs that we were having with the other older trucks.
By having three large trucks and sanders, we can cover the salt
and sand routes in less time than previous years. 400 tons of salt
and 1500 yards of sand were used on the roads this past winter.
Summer Maintenance
For the past two summers, the Highway Department has been
extremely busy co-ordinating the many activities relative to the new
sewer project. We think the project went along very well. The town
had Daniel D'Onfro and Sons as the prime contractor for the sewer
lines and pump stations. Our relationship with them was great. We
had to locate all existing water-lines, and mark their locations in
advance of their sewer work. We were able, with their co-opera-
tion, to replace a number of water services, repair gate valves, ex-
tend gate boxes, and replace culverts.
All gravel roads were graded at least once, and crushed gravel
was placed on sections that had mud problems in the Spring. We
spread about two tons of calcium chloride on gravel roads near
homes to help keep the dust under control. This is expensive, and it
is only used where it will benefit the homeowner.
We installed 40 feet of 3' culvert on Hutchinson Road leading
to the home of Dr. Earl D. Roy. This replaced an existing stone box
culvert that had failed. The department also installed 350 feet of
12" culvert on Highland Street, 200 feet on Main Street, near
Draper's Garage, and 360 feet on Prince Street. These installations
included catch-basins to help correct existing drainage problems on
these streets.
Dale Street
The Dale Street Project was finally started in November. We
were able to install 1400 feet of drainage and build nine catch-
basins before Winter stopped the project. Completion is expected




All roads that we resurfaced this year were ditched and culverts
cleaned first. Then we shimmed the roads with Hot Mix and used
the grader to lay it out. This is expensive, but many of the roads
were getting rough, and we feel this is the best way to shape them
up. It also helps with Winter maintenance as it reduces ice build-up.
This year the department resurfaced all of the West End High-
way, Marden Road, Goldsmith Road, Holt Road, Isaac Frye High-
way from Brookside to Wilton Center, McGettigan Road, and Ab-
bot Hill, from Potter Road to the Mason line. We also did a
number of private driveways as we do every year. This produces
some income to the department, and provides a service to the resi-
dents at the same time.
Most of the streets that had sewers installed in them were re-
surfaced by the sewer contractor curb-to-curb. The balance of
Main Street and Dale Street will be completed in 1984.
Bridges
The Russell Hill Road bridge had two broken 6"xl2" stringers
this Summer. We replaced them in the Fall, but another of the orig-
inal stringers and the two new ones cracked again in late December.
We expect to replace them this Winter, and have a plan to replace
the bridge, for voters' action at Town Meeting.
Cemeteries and Parks
The department has the responsibility for the maintenance of
the four cemeteries, Whiting Park, Goss Park, Town Hall lawns,
the Memorial Plot, and the Library grounds. We also take care of
grave openings year round.
The actual mowing and care of the above is done by a separate
crew of High School and College students. This crew also handles
many other tasks for us as time permits. They work with the High-
way department on bridge painting, brush cutting, ditching, side-
walks, etc.
This year Archie Thompson was hired to rebuild the entire
wooden picket fence at the Laurel Hill Cemetery. All the wood was
replaced, and all foundation stones and posts were straightened.
We feel Archie did an excellent job on this project.
Sidewalks
We raised and relaid the curb on Highland Street from the Co-
operative High School Road to the railroad tracks. The curb was
relaid on Bow Street, from Maple Street to Gregg Street. The curb
on Prince Street was removed as it was about half concrete, and
was replaced with a hot bituminous curb by the sewer contractor as
the street was being resurfaced.
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WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH YOUTH CENTER
Once again the Youth Center is pleased to announce a success-
ful year. Many thanks to all those who volunteered their services or
assisted the programs by donating generously.
The Lyndeborough road crew once again prepared the beaches,
and the Wilton road crew helped to keep the dust down on the park
roadway.
Special events and activities included: swim team of 43 mem-
bers, an Italian Feast luncheon, metered tennis lights installed,
Sacred Heart Parish outing, Lyndeborough 's United Church
outing, Label Art outing, Burbac outing, Roberts Bros. Circus,
adult swim team (7) started, Little League used ballfield, WLC
girls' softball team used field, ice skating area at Carnival Hill exca-
vated, Pepsi Challenge by park staff, Wilton Brownies planted
bulbs near bulletin board, Girl Scouts held a campout, Youth
Center ran lifeguard training session at park.
Because of the high cost of running the summer program and
not receiving enough monies from town appropriations, the Youth
Center must now charge the users for park facilities. For the first
time Wilton families were charged $25 per family for the season
(nine weeks) registration fee. This amounts to about $2.78 per week
to send an entire family to Goss Park daily for the summer, a price
which the Youth Center felt most reasonable. Where can you send
one child for a day for one week at that price? Because the Youth
Center must depend on registration fees to sustain the entire nine-
week program, it tried to discourage users who only came once or
twice by charging a $3 per day per person fee. It's only fair that all
contribute towards the program. The Youth Center reserves the
right to waive registration fees in special cases of hardship.
The one failure of the Youth Center was to complete the ice
skating area at Carnival Hill. The area that was prepared failed to
hold water and further grading was not accomplished. The cost of
pursuing this project is growing and the Youth Center will search
for alternatives.
The Lyndeborough Fund Drive Appeal met its 1983 goal, while
Wilton's dropped sharply. Corporate and business support surged
for the first time in years. The Youth Center now has two sus-
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taining sponsors: Susse Chalet International, Inc. and The Proctor
Agency, Inc. Many thanks to all our contributors.
Continuing to work towards better summer recreation,
Sincerely,


















This year the Commission has published four calendars of
recreational events between May '83 and February '84. In the
future they should be made both more timely and complete so as to
render "conflicts" less likely. The Commission also sponsored a
100th anniversary celebration of the Town Hall, with an exhibition
of work by the children of the Elementary School. In addition, it
gave assistance to the Coop School Board in obtaining a federal
grant for the construction of new athletic fields.
Future projects under consideration include horseshoe pits, a
volleyball court, picnic area, a rope tow at Carnival Hill, summer
band concerts at Whiting Park, and a banquet for JAA players and
parents. We welcome suggestions and comments from everyone in
the community, because we are reluctant merely to invent enter-
tainments. We would rather serve to coordinate efforts to fill a










NASHUA REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
Town of WILTON, N.H.
The past year has been one of significant success for the Com-
mission both in representing the interests of the region and in pro-
viding direct local assistance to communities within the region.
The Commission has continued to provide a high level of local
services to the Town and its officials over the past year. Three
significant projects were initiated: a grant application on the part
of the Water Commission for $400,000 towards water system im-
provements; a mapping project to delineate significant natural
resources and physical characteristics; and a proposal to revise and
complete a Master Plan has been submitted for the Town's con-
sideration.
We have also reviewed, at the Planning Board's request, the
fiscal impacts of a proposed residential development and the
parking requirements of a proposed commercial venture for the
Zoning Board of Adjustment.
In the area of transportation planning, we have worked with
State and local officials on safety improvements to Route 31 and
continue to work towards solutions for busy Route 101A.
Regional projects have included the continuation of the Com-
mission's Aquifer Delineation Study which is now into its third and
final year. The NRPC convened a regional task force to study and
develop a consensus on the region's transportation problems and
potential solutions. The Commission was also instrumental in pro-
viding a forum through which area municipalities could discuss
options available for complying with the State's solid waste law.
The result has been the formation of a solid waste district through
which future planning for solid waste management can be accom-
plished. Additionally, the Commission is assisting the Souhegan
Regional Landfill District in undertaking a study of cooperative
approaches to solve the problems associated with septage disposal
within its member towns. The Commission also coordinated a
cooperative bid on fuel oil in which five towns participated in the
cooperative bid solicitation process.
In the legislative arena, the Commission sponsored a gathering
of area legislators to brief them on pressing regional concerns
which might be addressed through legislative action. The Commis-
sion then continued to provide information to legislators and local
officials throughout the most recent biennial session of the legis-
lature. Also, with the passage of the recodified planning and zoning
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enabling legislation, the Commission assisted local officials in ad-
justing to the new law by co-sponsoring a law lecture series which
addressed the topic, and through periodic mailings and updates.
Local officials and area residents were also kept informed on
local and regional issues, problems and solutions through the Com-
mission's newsletter SOUNDINGS, and through the Dispatch and
Legislative Alert mailings throughout the year.
The Commission looks forward to continued service to its mem-
bers in the year ahead, and to working with local and state officials
in seeking regional solutions to common problems.
NRPC Commissioners: Philip Heald
Gail Proctor
AUDITOR'S REPORT
I have examined the financial statement of the various funds
and account groups of the Town of Wilton, N.H. for year ended
December 31, 1982, listed in the Town Reports. My examination
was made in accordance with the requirements upon Town
Auditors mandated by the State of New Hampshire, and also in-
cluded selected tests of the accounting records as considered
necessary in the circumstances.
In my opinion, the financial statements listed in the afore-
mentioned Town Report present fairly the financial position of the
Town of Wilton, N.H. at December 31, 1982, and the results of its
operations for year then ended.





The polls opened in the Court Room of the Town Hall by
Deputy Moderator Michael Alsfeld, who read the Town and
School Warrants.
There were 372 ballots cast, 14 were absentee.
The following votes were cast with numerous write-ins omitted:
Selectman - 3 years:
Stuart Draper 258
Treasurer:
Barry A. Greene 327
Town Clerk:
Sandra M. Trow 350
Water Commissioner - 3 years:
James A. Tuttle 351
Trustee of Trust Funds - 3 years:
C.Eliot Ware 293
Parks & Playgrounds - 3 years:
Christopher D. Carter 297
Sewer Commissioner - 3 years:





































At 7:30 p.m. on the same day at the Wilton School District
Auditorium the meeting was opened by the Moderator Vincent
Alsfeld reading the warrant and recessing the meeting until 8:00
p.m. when the Town Officials could get to the meeting from
tallying the day's votes.
The meeting resumed at 8:00 p.m. with Article #3, James Tuttle
motioned to take up Article #3 regarding the Water Bond issue
after Article #17. Seconded by Charles McGettigan. Voice vote in
the affirmative. Articles #4, 5 and 6 were on the ballot and were all
approved.
Article #7, Reports of agents, etc. the report of the Town
Auditor Clayton Miller was read by Board Chairman Stuart
Draper, as follows: "I have examined the financial statement of the
various funds and account groups of the Town of Wilton, for the
year ended December 31, 1982, listed in the Town Reports. My ex-
amination was made in accordance with the requirements upon
Town Auditors mandated by the State of New Hampshire, and also
included selected tests of the accounting records as considered
necessary in the circumstances. In my opinion, the financial state-
ments listed in the aforementioned Town Report present fairly the
financial position of the Town of Wilton at December 31, 1982,
and the results of its operation for year then ended." dated
February 28, 1983. Charles McGettigan motioned to accept the
report, seconded by Earl Watts. Stuart Draper then presented a
Citation to John Fraser Giffin and William W. Cleaves for service
to the Town, to become part of the record for the Town. Stuart
Draper nominated Officers for the ensuing year: Auditors: Clayton
Miller, 1 year, Earl W. Watts, 2 years. Conservation Commission:
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Philip C. Heald, Ross Jennings. Corder of Wood: Frank Burbee.
NRPC: Philip C. Heald and Gail Proctor. Masonry, Brick and
Stone: Leroy V. Tuttle. Town's Representative of Library
Trustees: Glory Ann Bier. Surveyor of Lumber: Leslie R. Frye,
Philip C. Heald, Welby Lowe. Forest Committee: Philip C. Heald.
Voice vote approved nominated officers.
Article #8, authorizing Selectmen and Treasurer to borrow
money upon the credit of the Town, was moved by Stuart Draper,
seconded by Stephen Blanchard, with voice vote approval.
Article #9, authorizing Selectmen to dispose of real estate
acquired through Tax Collector's Deed, motioned by Stuart
Draper, seconded by Greg Bohosiewicz. Voice vote approved.
Article #10, authorizing Selectmen to apply for, receive and ex-
pend federal or state grants, motioned by Stephen Blanchard, sec-
onded by Stuart Draper. Charles McGettigan questioned paren-
thesis (1) and what it means. Moderator checked and had been on
Town Warrant as written since 1979. Voice vote in the affirmative.
Article #11, to withdraw Federal Revenue Sharing Funds as set-
offs against budgeted appropriation for specific purposes: High-
way truck $22,500.00, Cruiser $8,365.00, Radar $1,756.00, Library
$2,860.00, Snowplow $3,000.00, Total of $38,481.00. Motioned to
the floor as printed by Joseph Pollock, seconded by Donald
McGettigan. Voice vote approved.
Article #12, authorizing Selectmen to withdraw $40,000.00
from surplus to be put in Capital Reserve, motioned by Joseph
Pollock, seconded by Jean Pollock. Howard Mason spoke to the
issue of not putting the surplus in Capital Reserve but use it to
reduce the 1983 Tax Rate. Stuart Draper responded by explaining
need to be put away for future Capital requests, fire truck, ambu-
lance, cruiser, etc. Joseph Pollock amended the motion to read: To
see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw
$40,000.00 from surplus to reduce the 1983 tax rate, seconded by
Howard Mason. Much discussion ensued. Eddie Lamminen re-
quested to move the question, seconded by Stuart Draper. A voice
vote was taken, but then a standing vote was needed and approved
the amendment.
Article #13, regarding the budget was motioned by Eddie Lam-
minen in the amount of $793,726.39, seconded by Don McGet-
tigan. Harland Savage requested to speak about a Library oper-
ating budget request under salaries. Trustees had originally
requested $1,361.00 for a fourth quarter person to handle the chil-
dren's section of the Library, which the Budget Committee re-
moved after the public hearing. Mr. Savage is now requesting half
that amount or $675.00 and the Trustees will raise the difference.
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Many citizens spoke to the issue. A standing vote approved the in-
crease, yes 62, no 45. Samuel Kaymen asked about the large dif-
ference between the requested and the recommended budget of the
Recycle Center. Budget Committee chairman Eddie Lamminen
explained as to requested and approved. Hubert Hoover stated he
has often disagreed with the Budget Committee but wished to go on
record stating they had done a good job. Stuart Draper motioned a
total budget figure of $794,401.39, seconded by Eddie Lamminen.
Voice vote approval given.
Article #14, regarding use of the Roland Cooley Fund undis-
tributed income to be transferred to the Trustees of the Wilton
Public Library to begin implementing a plan to improve access to
the library building, motioned by Harland Savage, seconded by
Spencer Brookes. Question on the amount of undistributed funds
at this time. Mr. Savage reported $5,242.98. Greg Bohosiewicz
stated he felt it was not a fitting memorial to Mr. Cooley to spend
funds on architecture and should be something tangible. Discussion
held on committee for the Roland Cooley fund which was formed
many years ago but no report ever appeared in the record of the
Town. Voice vote approved the motion.
Article #15, declaring 1983 "The Year of the Forest" motioned
to the floor by Ross Jennings, seconded by Stuart Draper. Ross
Jennings spoke to the article about awareness of renewable
resource in trees. Children to be encouraged to regard trees as an
asset. Voice vote approval.
Article #16, regarding control and reduction of acid rain,
motioned by Samuel Kaymen, seconded by Mrs. Borman. Voice
vote in the affirmative.
Article #17, regarding resolution to reduce tax dollars spent on
nuclear weapons and make more money available for Jobs with
Peace Policy Statement, motioned by Samuel Kaymen, seconded
by Spencer Brookes. Many citizens spoke for and against the issue.
One person was not a registered voter and the Town Meeting would
not allow him to speak. Arthur Fink motioned to table the article,
seconded by Mary Buren. Voice vote disapproved tabling the mo-
tion. Joseph Pollock moved the question, voice vote approved
moving the question. Voice vote disapproved the original article.
Motion to take up Article #18 before Article 3 approved by
voice vote.
Moderator recognized Gail Proctor under Article #18, Gail
commended Dana Packard, with the following: "Given this public
occasion, I would like to share with my fellow townsfolk my pro-
found respect and esteem for the diligent work of our Sounding
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Board Chairman, Dana Packard. The Sounding Board consists of
a diverse group of town volunteers assisting the Planning Board in
planning by collecting data, surveying opinions and suggesting
recommendations. This year's task was the successful completion
of the Town's Master Plan for Planning Board review. It takes a
special person who possesses a great deal of energy and an infinite
amount of patience to organize and guide any group and the
Sounding Board is no exception. Meeting notices, phone calls, per-
sonalities and bad weather can make it difficult for anyone. But,
Dana with his good humor and perseverence has pulled us through
another year and another project. I and other members of the
Sounding Board would like to recommend a standing vote of
thanks to Dana Packard". A standing vote of thanks was given to
Dana by the Town Meeting.
Eddie Lamminen spoke about the Samuel L. Abbott Memorial
Park and that it has been an eyesore for two years. Stuart Draper
spoke about talking to Mrs. Abbott regarding the mess at the in-
completed park. He stated he will be in touch with her again.
Richard Greeley stated maybe the taxes weren't high enough.
Moderator was given a letter from a non-voter regarding com-
pliments for the Elementary School counselor Wilene Knight.
Moderator asked the pleasure of the Town Meeting as to him
reading it, Minot Ring stated if someone has something nice to say
about the schools or the town we should hear it. The Moderator
read the letter which has become part of the Town's record. Stuart
Draper spoke about the Boston Post Cane, and that it should be in
circulation again. Searching for the oldest citizen in town to give
the cane to, if they will accept it. Jane Alsfeld came forward, with a
suggestion that this being the year of the forest, that we plant trees
at the Samuel Abbott Memorial Park.
Article #3, regarding the authorization of the Water Commis-
sion and the Selectmen to investigate alternative methods to
improve the Wilton Water Works system to meet state standards
and to adjourn the Town Meeting until June 21, 1983, motioned to
the floor by Howard Mason, seconded by Cheryl Burns and
Charles McGettigan. James Tuttle wished to amend the motion but
was told he could not as this was a petitioned warrant article, unless
all the petitioners agreed to change the wording. The moderator
stated at the June 21st adjourned meeting an open discussion will
be held, the polls will be open for one hour with paper ballot by the
checklist and a two-thirds vote will be required. Hubert Hoover re-
quested to move the question, moderator asked for vote to move
the question. Voice vote approved moving the question. Vote on
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main motion to adjourn meeting until June 21. Voice vote approv-
ed.
Meeting adjourned until June 21, 1983 at 9:56 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
SANDRA M. TROW, Town Clerk of Wilton
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
January 5, 1983
Special Town Meeting regarding the Water opened in the Town
Hall Theatre at 8:00 p.m. by the Moderator Vincent Alsfeld.
Moderator read the petition for the Special Town Meeting from
the Superior Court.
Stuart Draper motioned Article 1. Point of Order called by
Richard Greeley, relative to the posting of the warrant, as not dated
on the Post Office copy, only on the Town Office copy. Mr.
Greeley stated he was challenging the legality of the meeting
because the warrant not being published in a local paper within 7
days of the warrant posting. Mr. Greeley asked the Moderator to
check RSA 39:4 on statutes regarding the posting and publishing
for a Special Town Meeting. Second point of order raised by Eddie
Lamminen stating we must run the meeting and let the Judge decide
if legal. Third point of order raised by Michael Greeley stating a
waste of time to hold an illegal meeting.
Original motion seconded by Greg Bohosiewicz in order to dis-
cuss warrant article.
Stuart Draper asked if the town would allow John Morra from
Keyes Associates, Burt Mclntyre of Farmers Home Adminis-
tration, and Harry Stewart of Water Supply and Pollution Control
Commission to respond to questions, so moved by Howard Mason,
seconded by James Tuttle.
Hubert Hoover expressed his opinion against the warrant article
stating the Town should have more time to explore more wells.
Greg Bohosiewicz stated he felt Hubert Hoover out of order and
not speaking to article 1. Moderator interpreted Mr. Hoover's
comments only as against the Water Treatment Plant.
Burt Mclntyre stated FHA could loan $1,000,000.00 at 7 3/4%
and with 550 water users the debt service will be $83,650 per year or
$152.00 per user on the debt. Norman Stimson asked if users' fee
would be reduced with loan. Stuart Draper felt a $250 bill per year
would be close. John Morra stated Stuart was correct in assump-
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tion that some difference but other figures were quoted with and
without grant.
Don Byrd asked if water going into hydrants will be treated and
asked about all the old pipes in the present system. John Morra
answered concerning tuberculation in pipes and crustacean will
have to be handled separately from treatment when a break
happens. George Quinn felt water will not be any better with these
old pipes, and another $1,000,000 will be needed for new pipes.
Jeff Fisk asked what contaminants are presently in the system
and any other system considered. Harry Stewart of WSPCC replied
the state will only accept this system. He also stated that con-
taminants were considered high for some time when the chlorinator
was not operating properly. Turbidity currently very high and
chlorinator does not take care of problem.
Benny Markaverich who checks the turbidity for the Town said
he checked the turbidity at the reservoir and the testing was better
than when tested at the chlorinator. He also asked Harry Stewart
why the State gave permission for the Beefalo to build in the water-
shed area.
Greg Bohosiewicz asked Harry Stewart if coliforms are
dangerous, and will a treatment plant really take care of all our
water system. Mr. Stewart replied coliforms are not dangerous but
only show with testing that the chlorination process is not working.
Stuart Draper asked Mr. Stewart what the State will do if the town
votes not to have a treatment plant. Commission can order some-
thing to be done in time to correct the situation according to Harry
Stewart. Charles McGettigan asked Mr. Stewart how many Water
Treatment plants are in N.H. Stewart answered there are 13 out of
235 towns and cities. Charlie expressed his opinion that Water
Treatment is not our only option and that the Commission should
be allowed to check on bed rock wells if given the time from the
State. At this time the town will be hurting financially with the
sewer, etc.
William Fisk asked Mr. Stewart about chemicals used in the
treatment plant. Stewart answered aluminum and salt.
At 9:07 p.m. the balloting opened with the polls to be open for
one hour and a 2/3rds ballot vote required. At 10:07 p.m. balloting
was closed with the Moderator announcing three times if everyone
who was in the hall who wished to vote had voted. No reply. Ballots
totalled were 40 yes and 39 no with 2 ballots spoiled.
Meeting adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,




June 21, 1983 7:30 p.m.
The adjourned Town Meeting opened at 7:30 p.m. in the
Theatre of the Wilton Town Hall. The Moderator read the original
warrant regarding the Wilton Water Works system.
Charles McGettigan motioned this article be adjourned until
September 15th at 8:00 p.m., seconded by Joseph Pollock and Jim
Donahue. Voice vote approval. Hubert Hoover requested an
update on the water situation, before we do adjourn. Charles
McGettigan gave an update as to testing of wells and trying for land
acquisition at this time and why we are not ready to vote on a
specific project at this time. James Donahue wanted to know who
is going to pay for it. Charles answered the same ones that have
paid for it since 1903, the water users. Florence Markaverich asked
if part of the new sewer is going to be paid for by all the taxpayers,
then why is the water only being paid for by the users. Stuart
Draper responded by stating sewer fees have not been decided as to
who will pay. Benny Markaverich asked about the new water loca-
tion. Chris Egan asked if a filtration system would be cheaper.
Charles responded that the Town had voted the filtration system
down. James Donahue requested amending the warrant article,
adding who will pay for the water system. Moderator explained to
James the article cannot be amended as it is a petitioned warrant
article. James Donahue wanted the Moderator to poll the Select-
men to their opinion as to who will pay for the Water system. All
three Selectmen stated, the user will. Robert Pollock asked if the
vote is negative in September, then who pays? The town?
Howard Mason then motioned that we recess until September
15th, seconded by Stuart Draper.
Town Meeting recessed at 8:12 p.m. until September 15th.
Respectfully submitted:




September 15, 1983 8:00 p.m.
The adjourned Town Meeting to discuss the new Water System
opened in the Wilton Town Hall at 8:00 p.m. by the Moderator
Vincent Alsfeld.
The moderator recognized Stuart Draper who motioned the
original warrant article as presented at the March Town Meeting
and the adjourned Town Meeting on June 21, 1983. James Tuttle
seconded the motion.
Charles McGettigan introduced Leonard White and Don
Graves of the R. H. White Construction firm and Gary Smith from
D.L. Mahar Company and asked the citizens to allow them to
speak and answer any questions. The citizens voice voted in the af-
firmative to allow them to speak.
Leonard White presented the plan as proposed including the
piping and the holding tank, plus about pressure to the different
parts of the area. Questions were raised concerning the holding
tank. Mr. White answered that it would be a steel standpipe with
three (3) days supply in the tank. Frank Calderara of Dale Street
was concerned about the water pressure in his area. Mr. White
stated the pressure will increase all over the town where the prob-
lem of pressure is prevalent at this time. Don Graves stated there
would be a fluctuation in the water lines. Florence Markaverich
asked if the pressure tests now were taken at the hydrant, answer
was yes and she remarked that there is a definite difference in the
home pressure and the hydrant pressure. John Pollock asked about
heighth in the tank, Minot Ring was concerned about putting in a
new water system and having the old pipes, some of which were the
original pipes of 1903 when the water system was first installed. He
voiced concern about having to replace many pipes and what that
would do to the cost.
Harry Stewart was then introduced from Water Supply Pollu-
tion Control in N.H. and also the citizens allowed him to speak.
George Atkins questioned what would happen to the present
Watershed for our current reservoir. Harry Stewart stated it would
remain in effect. John Pollock asked about backup wells. Richard
Greeley wanted to know the cost of running the pump. Mr. White
stated at the present rate, it would cost approximately $7000 per
year. Fred Roedel's concern that with the location of the proposed
new well and the pipes coming down Route 101, we would be
opening up for Commercial property all along that area. Randy
Dunn asked about protection of the new water supply, and would
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the well be turbidity free, chemical free, with no chlorination.
Harry Stewart answered that the Souhegan River is chemically free
and the 5 day pump test which is to be done on the new well will
provide more information. Gary Smith of D. L. Mahar also stated
that we are not depending on the Souhegan for recharge. Philip
Heald wanted to know what the State prescribes for protection of
the well and land. Harry Stewart answered the law presently reads
400' of protection around the well. George Atkins was also con-
cerned that in this area is a junkyard and felt there is contamination
in the area. Stephen Blanchard answered that his junkyard is 1000'
downstream of the well site. George Bier asked if the water quality
will change with pumping? Gary Smith replied that deteriorated
water quality has happened with over-pumping. Jean Vincent re-
quested the number of acres the town would be purchasing for this
well. Charles McGettigan stated 6.9 acres, 500' from the road and
125' from the next lot.
Gail Proctor wanted to know how many tests were done on the
new well and for what chemicals. Stuart Draper replied that the
water from this well has not been tested. Hubert Hoover says he is
concerned about past industry that may have been along the
Souhegan River and pollutants that may show up in future years.
Greg Bohosiewicz stated the present system has a controlled water-
shed.
Cheryl Burns requested to move the question, seconded by
Lillian Dick, with voice vote approval.
The polls opened at 9:15 p.m. for a paper ballot by the check-
list. Polls closed at 10:15 p.m. There were 83 ballots cast with 52
yes votes and 31 nays. The warrant article was defeated for lack of
a 2/3rds vote on a bond issue.
Motion to adjourn was made by Greg Bohosiewicz at 10:20































































































































Name and Station of
Officiant
Samuel G. Proctor










































































































































Justice of the Peace
Barry A. Greene
Justice of the Peace
Sandra M. Trow






Justice of the Peace
Albert A. Gobin
Justice of the Peace
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Deaths Registered in the Town of Wilton
For the Year Ending December 31, 1983
Date Place Name of Deceased Age
1982
Dec. 17 Manchester Oscar L. Dube 79
1983
Jan. 3 Derry Elizabeth Frye Bean 85
Feb. 2 Goffstown Lucy Stirk 69
Feb. 25 Peterborough Virginia Sargavakian 98
Mar. 22 Nashua Fred G. Stevens 58
Mar. 31 Nashua Ilene L. Starkweather 74
Apr. 8 Milford June G. Caney 58
Apr. 11 Wilton Wilfred S. Champagne 78
May 3 New London Philip Godley 71
June 13 Wilton Ralph E.Devine 65
June 21 Wilton Agnes E.Connor 90
July 13 Goffstown Lucille M. Dube 64
Aug. 11 Nashua Charles R. Edwards 65
Aug. 15 Nashua Herbert L. Chaplin 65
Aug. 20 Wilton Mae G. Devine 93
Aug. 31 Wilton Shirley W. Parsons 77
Sept. 4 Wilton Dana L. Packard 73
Oct. 2 Wilton Edna Ann Steward 85
Oct. 11 Wilton Everett G. Trow 76
Oct. 28 Milford John F.Edwards 31
Nov. 4 Peterborough Edna H. Swisher 72
Nov. 11 Nashua Elwin Rockwell 84
Nov. 14 Nashua James W. Holland 47
Dec. 1 Milford Dorothea R. Soucy 81
Dec. 11 Milford David G. Bagley 71























































Burials Registered in the Town of Wilton, N.H.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1983








Jan. 22 Lowell, MA
Feb. 3 Peterborough
Feb. 6 Tampa, FL
























Name of Deceased Age Place of Burial
Velma M. Dicey 73 Laurel Hill
Russell J. Burden 75 Laurel Hill
Dorothy V.Lowe 66 Laurel Hill
Elizabeth F. Bean 85 Laurel Hill
Ruth M. Whitney 55 Laurel Hill
Dorothy Bales 74 Laurel Hill
Michael Sullivan 71 Mount Calvary
Dana A. Martin Mount Calvary
Dorothy A. Kershaw 89 Laurel Hill
Veronica A. Liljeberg 89 Mount Calvary
Carl H. Frye 73 Mount Calvary
Francis J. Norwood 71 Laurel Hill
Ilene Starkweather 74 Laurel Hill
Doris Crowley 87 Laurel Hill
June G. Caney 58 Mount Calvary
Wilfred Champagne 78 Mount Calvary
Philip Godley 71 Vale End
Harold Hutchinson 75 Laurel Hill
Ralph E.Devine 65 Mount Calvary
Agnes E.Connor 90 Vale End
Elsie R. Burbee 50 Laurel Hill
Frances E.Brown 80 Laurel Hill
P. William Jerram 69 Mount Calvary
Mae G. Devine 93 Mount Calvary
Mildred E.Wells 75 Laurel Hill
Norma Brochu 57 Mount Calvary
Shirley W. Parsons 77 Mount Calvary
Walter G. Ingalls 77 Laurel Hill
John F.Edwards 31 Mount Calvary
Dorothea R. Soucy 81 Laurel Hill
Mary E.Berwick 74 Laurel Hill
Florence A. Langlois 98 Laurel Hill
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Births Registered in the Town of Wilton
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ABBOT. JFNNTF K M-0 47 1 RP 8P200 18500 43700
ABBOT. LTLLIAN P. EST H-021-1 1 AMD P000 2000
ABBOTT MACHTNF CO INC K-188 F| B 1 171800 63000 1 1 08800
ABBOTT MEMORIAL TRUST. F J j-iua 1 AMD 9800 9800
ABBOTT MEMORIAL TRUST. F J K-171 LA MO 18850 16850
ABBOTT. MEMORIAL TRUST. F J K-17? LAB 8^700 27500 56200
ABBOTT. WILLI AM M F-113 1 KB 1 osoo 4200 6300
ABBOTT. WlLLTAM M F-158 1 AMD 1 8900 18900
ABBOTT, WILLTAM M F-187 cm f) *740o 37400 2265
ABBOTT. WlLLTAM M F-173 I AND P^lOO 23100
ABBOTT. WlLLTAM M K-105 1 RB 1 80900 32800 128100
ABBOTT. WlLLTAM M L-005 1 RB 12800 8800 8000
ADAMS. ROBFRT C X RllTH (, C-113 .1 RR S^OOO 15400 37600
AOEF TRltST. SARAH I H-06B 1 AND 1 81 00 18100
ALIEN. GARY J K THERFSA L J-1 16 LAB ^S300 6800 28500
ALMFTOA. FRANK, FSTATF B-114 LRMH 1 7800 13900 3900
ALSFFLO.MTCHAFL A DEBRA M M-017 LAB S7100 20900 36200
ALSFFLD. VTNCENT L \ JANE D-059 LAND laioo 14100
ALSFFLD. VTNCFNT L * JaNF D-060 LAND 1P900 12900
ALSFEI D. VTNCEM L R JanE 1. J-136 1 AB 91500 17800 7 3700
AMlDON.ANNA MARIE D-076 L RR 84900 20200 64700
AMlDON.ANNA MARIE D-076-A MH P20 2200
AMlDON.ANNA MARIE D-076-B Rl DG sooo 5000
AMTOON. ANNA MARIE D-076-C MH 1900 1900
AMlDON.ANNA MARTE D-078-0 MH 3100 3100
AMTOON. ANNA MARIE D-078-F Rl OG aaoo 4400
AMSOFN.PAIIL A MARY J-009 LAB 49700 11300 38400
ANCTTL .RTChARD J K-007 l.AMH P4800 17100 7700
ANDERSON. CARL E A ANN f- J-052 I AB 41900 13500 28400
ANOFRSON, ROBERT K KAREN K-l 08 LAB 49700 10000 39700
ANHFTSFR-BllSCH CO I nC A-019 LAB 83800 19800 64000
ARCHDTOCFSE OF MANCHESTER K-072 FXMT 2S7500 17800 239700
ARCHOTOCESE OF MANCHESTER 1.-051 FXMT S800 5600
ARENDS.KAJ-AAGE B-117 LAR 9 24900 65100
ARENDS.KAJ-AAGE C-064 I RR 1 88800 33100 1537 00
ARENDS.KAJ-AAGE c-oba-A Rl OG P5700 25700
ARN1H O.PAIIL X, TNGRTD K-177 LAR 41 100 11300 29800
ARNSTFTN. JAMES N H-026 LAR S7400 19900 37500
ATwOOD. ARTHUR C A DOROTHY B F-083 LAR 1 07800 41700 65900
ATWOOD. GARY fc PAMELA F-081 CHI D 1S800 15600 15442
ATWOOO. GARY A R PAMELA F-082 Clll D 7P800 25100 47500 2942
B A m RATLRDAD 0-072 I AND 8700 8700
B A M RAILROAD G-014 LAND SSOO 5500
B * M RATI ROAD G-018 LAND 1400 1400
BAM RAILROAD J-049 1 AND 1 100 1100
B A M RATLRDAD K-188 LAND "*900 3900
fl A M RR B-096 I AND 1 0300 10200
BACKHAIIS.FRED H R MARYLEF H-085 I AB 8^000 18700 64300
BAKAT AN. BRUCE K R ITNDA A H-090 L AP i n?7oo 22700 80000
BAKER. JAMES M R DlNA C D-030 1 AR S4500 11300 43200
BAKER. THOMAS G * BARBARA A c-ua 1 AR 4S200 12800 32400
BALHONI .RICHARD A ANNETTF m-089 1 RR SP700 19600 33100
BANNER. PAUL H K MARIAN A-oab LAR 8^900 18500 45400
BANNFR.PAIIL H R MARION A-050 1 AR 5200 3200 2000
BARNES. CHARLFS R CLATRF F-013 LAR 48300 12800 33700
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BARNES. SIDNEY E ft JUDITH A














BEAN. AMY H ft EDNA K
RE AN. AMY H ft EDNA K
REARD. CLEVELAND ft ROSELLA









RFLANGFR.LEO R ft LAURA
8FLI .GERALD S ft STEPHANIE I.
RFLI • .IF AN S
RELI .JOHN R
REIT, THOMAS G ft PAIRICTA
RFNOTT.MARY K
RFNSON.KTM T ft CHRTSTIN L
RFNT-BORKE POST tt 10
RFRGFR.RTFPHEM D
RFRGFRON.HE.MWY A ft ANNETTE
BERGERON, HENRY A ft ANNETTE








BTLLTPP. GORDON K ft
BTLLTPP. GORDON K ft
BIRD. I FO ft MARILYN
RLACK. ANDREW ft MARVIS
BLACKMER, DAVID E
8LACKMER, DAVID E
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RLUHM, HELEN B ft PETER
BLUHM.HFLFN h k PETER U
BOONAR. THOMAS ft LTNDA
BOTSVFRT.NORBFRT J ft ANNE
BOLTON. DIAnF R
BOLTON. OlANF R
BONYNGF ESTATE ft SMITH
BOOTH, GFORGE M JR ft LlNOA
BORmAn.PRIC h ft JtJOlTH L










BOUT V» E LI .OORIS
BOUTwFLL. DORIS
BOUTaFLI ..ELMER C
BOUTWFI L .WILL 1 AM
BOtv.RTTA M












B R I G H A M , T H F D O x F.
BRTSFnO.ELFIAN,)*
BROCHU.PAIIL fc x. iviARJHA
BRODFrTCK .FOaawD ft DOROTHY
BRODFRICK . v I CHAFL < C1"'DY
brodeur.denn r
s
BRODFHR. DENN I S
BRONSON. JAMES k
BROOK FS. SPEmCFR
BROOKS. CAkl F TOiv.
BROOKS. CARI TOW
S ft GAYLF V
ft CAWOLYN




u L G A
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ft LOT CODF TOTAL . LAND BLDG. LAND USE
VALMF VALUE VALUE EXEMPT
6-152 L AND 14200 14200
F-172 LRB 57650 40950 16700
C-077-1 I RB *2500 20000 12500
0-133 LRB 96200 42800 53400
C-077 LrR 3 7 8 3100 34500
F-001 LRB 15700 14800 900
K-026 LRR 77500 19800 57700
K-162 I KB P8900 8900 20000
F-134 CllLD 1P9200 35800 93400 16292
F-150 COLD 25000 21000 4000 13585
B-094 I RR 31S00 15700 15800
D-062 L RR 8 1 a 20200 61200
F-084 CIU D 20*00 20300 19831
F-085 CUI D 52400 17700 34700 5072
H-042 cm d *8900 38900 30716
H-100 LAND 17 8 17800
C-l 08 1 RR 37400 16000 21400
J-0B1 1 RR 37500 8100 29400
D-143 1 RR 51600 22800 28800
K-047 1 AND 1800 160
L-016 LAND 5900 5900
L-017 LRMH 24300 6800 17500
i"-0 7 LAND 12200 12200
M-034 LAND 12200 12200
M-035 L AND 15000 15000
M-006 LRB 81200 19900 41300
M-094 LRR 92500 18700 73800
F-036 LRR *6600 9900 26700
K-060 L RB a7«00 5100 42300
F-034 L RR 56200 13700 42500
F-033 I RB 49400 19600 29800
U-032 LAND 90 9000
K-131 LAND 200 20
A-012 LRR i sasoo 38400 I 16400
D-128 LAND 1 8200 18200
O-0 76 LRR ^9200 20600 16600
D-126 1. AMD 18 16000
C-129 LAND 1 7400 17400
M-018 1 RR 65900 18900 47000
A-065 LRB 38200 13600 24600
A-085-1 LAND 1 0200 10 200
A-0fr6 1 ANn 11 *00 11300
K-159 1 RR 28100 6900 17200
J - h 3 1 RR 48800 11500 37300
H-035 L AND 18 20 18200
XA-039-1
1
Bl DG 44200 44200
O-109 I RR S2800 20800 32000
U - 6 6 LRR ? 8 5 110 17300
M - o a 9 LRR 4 <800 16900 26900
D-056 LRR 41200 13500 27700
D-056-A Rl DG 1110 11100
K-013 LRMH 1 96 156 36
L -OOP LRR S 1 1 1 000 U000U
c-oai I RR 887 22600 45900
c - o a 3 cm n 1 2200 12200 12057
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BROOKS. CARLTON H it JOAN
BROOKSHTRE.FRAnK ft LYNNF
BROWN. JARFD * JOOY
BROWN. I AwRENCE ft SUSAN
BROHMOLLER. HAROLD
BRYANT. ADRIAN ft JANE
BUCKO. ISADORF A
BDDFR. DONALD K DONNA
BDNNFLI .EDwARO h A CAROLYN H
BUNYARO. CLAUD S X, MARETTA
BURBEE. FRANK K MARY
BURBEF. FREDERICK ft NANCY
BURCH, GREGORY ft GTLLIAN
BURFLLF.GARY R ft BONNIE L
8DRKF. JAMES R ft IRENE V
BURNS. JOHN A CHERYL
BURNS. WTLLI AM J.JR ft HFTTE
BIIRSEY. DAVID ft JULIF






BIISHF Y.FDWARD L ft JANICE G
BYRD. DONALD ft CECELIA
8YRD, DONALD ft CECELIA
CAOTI LAC AUTO CO UF bUSTON
CAHOON. ROBERT ft JUDITH
CALDERARA.DAROLD A MARCIA
CALDERARA.DAROLD ft MARCTA
CALDFRARA, FRANK ft ELI7ABETH
CALDFkARA.NINA
CALDWFI L.DAN £ ft BONNIE
CALVIN. JEWRY C ft GAIL S
CAMPBELL
,
STEwAwT V ft MCCORMACK S
CANN. ALFRED ft EDNA
CANN, ALFRED J ft EDNA
CANN. ALFRED J ft EDNA
CARLSmTTH.LAaREimCE A ft DOROTHY L
CARNFY RFALTY TRUST
CARNEY REALTY TRUST
CARTER. HARVEY ft JOAN
CASS.HAWLEY ft JANE1
CASSTDY ft GUM HER
CASTRO. DAVID ft E L I Z A B E 1 H
CASWELL ft BERNFER
CATE. *TLBllR


























































A - o a 2
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CHALET SllSSE InTEk.\ a t 1 ("\ AL C-127 L*B 1 a4200 96200 48000
CHALFT SliSSE INTERNATIONAL C-l 27-1 LRR 5 a 7 5 957 451350
CHALET SllSSE I N TERN A T 1 'if. al T mC c-i2a 1 RR 1 34800 90700 44100
CHAMRFRLAlN.Ciih TlS XE-029F MH 3 700 3700
CHARETTF. tfORMAft K vKQlsn n M -036 1 R8 6R9n0 17800 51300
CmFEVFR.LFO h.J* SALi Y K-r>o7 I RR 5 8 5 22600 35900
CHENEY. *AYNE R AmAnDA J - 1D 1 1 1 RS 38900 11300 27600
ChI ASSON,hE\k Y * LTLLIA* —063 L RR 48900 15 31900
CHITTENUEU.HO^-AkO 8 K JliOITH a . o a o L RB S7800 1 6 8 (i 41000
CHITTENDEn»hO*AR0 rt K JUDITH A-oai LAND 12200 12200
CHOUTNARO. ROBERT 4 A,T1A J - .1 4 9 I RR u 7 5 1 0700 36800
CHOUTNARO, PUREST A x. AuITJ 1 J - o 3 LRR 8 2 3 1930 63000
CHURCHILL. EDa It, R VIRGINIA h-027 1 RR 51400 26900 24500
CIAROFLl I ,GAk Y «. MAfclLY* b - 3 8 cm n 1 39700 53300 86400 24086
CL AIRF . OENN I S A * NA NC V L p -069 L RR 73500 24200 49300
CLAIRE. DENNIS a *, nAnCY L D - 6 9 - A 1 RR 1 8000 1 8000
CLAPP. MTt_Di?FD E C-023 cm o 1 19 7 58O0O 81700 27508
Clapp.mtldreo e C - 1 1 cm o S4aoo 54400 52252
Clark . thatchek *, Cora 0-090 L RP 4 5 5^0 18700 28800
CLARKF, JAMES. Jk < ELl7ArETH K- 8 LRR 8 9 4 17600 51800
CLATTFNBuRG. *ICHARr * hE^TETTA C-126 LAND 20 200
CLATTFMHURG.^ICnA^;} > uE RIFTTA C-136 I RP 1 05200 24300 80900
CLAYTON ET Al .STCHAWLI H—044 L AND 7400 7400
CLEAVE S.fclLLIA* » J-1 34 1 RB 7 820 17800 80400
CLEMENT. MAURICE % PATkICT* C-021 LAND 1710 17 10
CLEMFNT.mAURICE * * PAIRICTA L C-019 LAND 28200 28200
CLIFFORD, ALFRED *. maRJukIF a - o a LRR 8 9 2 44800 44400
CLInF, JAMES A h-153 LAND 1 4200 14200
CURB, CHARLES ri-oaa L RP R2200 19600 72400
COE. RICHARD A *ARGm H-063 LAND 17200 17200
COGLI AND, JI)H\ * A'lU^EY h - o a 3 LAND 1 3900 13900
COGLIANO.JOHN K A.iO>vEY H-oa3-l LAND 1 3000 13000
COLLEN,r<A*RY J K JUAN A A-057 LRR 98fe00 2290 73700
COLLTNS.ERIC R VIRGINIA H-107-4 LAND 14 14000
COLLTNS.JOM M * CynThIA K-019 LRR 8 4 10 17700 46400
COLLINS. ROBERT L 4 J HL I A S K- 1
6
1 RR 91 900 13800 78100
COLLINS. STEVEN * ElI7A8FTm A - f. 3 Chi 8 3 38800 46200 14342
COMVEST CORP A-071 L RR P1 43 126700 87600
CONORA , a TLLT Av * SHAkON L-uOl LRP 84700 16000 46700
CONLnN,ROnE*T H * Ll'.i'A A H- 94 LAND 20400 2 4
CONNOR. A ELI7 < A E C - 5 LRR 1 29800 42600 67200
CONNOR. CONST A- CE S C-OOfe LRR 50900 29000 21900
CONNfiW . J AMES * CAh?(jL D-120 LAND 1 4400 14400
CONMOR. JAMES J K CAkiIL D-121 LRR S5700 18000 37700
CONRAD. FOwAHQ < ISAhEl B-121 cm d 7 8 37100 33700 18031
CONRAD . ED* ARU * 1 S A m E L D-154 L AND 900 900
CON* AH. MAtfY
.
HEIwS 8-062 LRP 25800 13600 12200
CONVE0Y. \Af.'C Y m-028 L RR 54200 18600 35600
COOK.FORRFSr R JU*F C-061-1 LAND 21 300 21300
COvICT. PASCAL *. J A -0 35 L RR 57300 28840 26500
C * I E . J n H N a fc LlLLlA-j H - to LRR 83800 24800 38800
COX.MTCHAEL R TOREt u - o a to LRR 38300 1 1500 26800
CRA*EORM, ChA^LES << E-036 cm D 3100 3100 2770
CRAaFORO, C->AkLES K £-003 cm (^ 18100 18100 18942
CRAaEord, Charles «. G-022 cm o 4000 4000 3907
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;rA*FORO, CHARLES K G-023 LAND 1 1 000 1 1000
pRAWFORD. CHARLES K G-024 CHI D 8 4 8 8 4 8 46858
MAWFORD. CHARLES K G-026 1 ftH SS200 9500 45700
CRAWFORD, CHARLfS K G-028 Cui 61200 8 1200 50363
CRAWFORD, CHARLES K G-<>37 cm D 1 4 4500 45800 1 03700 14700
CRAWFORD, CHARLES K G-0 39 CHI l> ? 4 a o o 29 4 26083
CREIGHTON, MICHAEL ft SUSAN L-059 LRP /4PS0 9900 32600
CREIGHTON, MICHAEL * SuSAn L-061 LAND POO 20
ErISAFULLI.SALVATORE J-050 LftR a s 3 o o 1210 33200
CROOKFR, ALLAN R L A i\i A K-150 LftP ?41 00 8900 20200
CROOKFR.GARY S * SUSAM E 1.-011 LftR 34400 9400 29000
CROSBY. GARY A H-125 L ftp 67100 18 4 50200
CROSBY. HARRY ft MARY H-127 I ftR Pllflfl 17300 3800
CROSSON. MICHAEL R CHRISTINE C-062 I RR 48400 3 9 67500
JCROWLF Y.DANIEL J-098 I RR 1 8 8900 18 4 170500
CUHOTHY. JAMES M A-056 LftR 3 9 10 11300 27800
CtiDDlHY .MARVIN R NORMA A-055 LftR a S 8 22100 23700
CULL T NAN, CYNTHIA K-156 LftR 36700 15800 20900
CURRIFR. ARLEEN A H-051 LAND 1 OSOO 10500
CURRTFR. AVERlL m-050 I RR a 8 1 o o 16900 31200
CURRIFR. RUGf-R L K-064 LAB 7S100 33500 41600
CtJMT IS. CHARLES. TRUST J-089 LAND 1 0800 lObOO
ORE REALTY CO I NC F-095 cm 35600 3 5800 34187
D ft E RFALTY CU INC F-098 CHL D 1 3« 51500 82500 26361
D & E RFALTY CO InC F-129 cm d 358 35800 32752
& F RFALTY CO I NC H-054 cm n 83700 83 7 00 58708
D'ESTREF. CLAUDE PHTLLIPE C-036 ClILO 49900 a9900 43160
DAILEY.DAnA LEE ft CLAIRE J F-041 1 ftR 4090 191.10 71800
DAI Y. wTLFRlD. II I ft NANCY H-Ol 1 LftR 75900 23400 52500
OALY
.
WILFRID. I II ft NANCY H-121 LAND 1 9800 19800
DANTELS. DAVID ft OERBIE XE-029 -A MH 1 4800 14 8
DANIELS. RUDOLPH E ft ROSE C 0-029 LftR 49400 1 8 33400
DATRT.EiiRGENE J K-l 17 1 ftR 4P000 7200 34800
OAVTOSON.G THOMAS ft SUE K-081 LftR 37500 5100 32400
DAVTOSON.GUY ft AGNFS XE-029 -R MH 1 1 800 1 1600
DAVIDSON, MARaOOU ft SALLY E-021 1 ftR 98800 48500 48100
DAVTDSON,MARwOOD ft SALLY E-025 I AMD 4700 4 7 00
DAVIDSON, MARaOOD ft SALLY E-030 LftR 38500 15900 20600
DAVIDSON, MARwOOO S SALLY E-031 L A N D 5 7 00 5700
DAVTDSON,MARwDOD ft SALLY E-034 LAND 17200 17 200
DAV IDSON.MARwOUO D E-022 L AND 8100 810
DAVIDSON, MARwOOO D E-029 LftR 90300 89800 500
DAVIDSON, MARAOOD D E-032 I AND 1 P600 12800
OAVIDSON, MICHAEL E-024 LftR 1 48 12400 2200
DAVTS.O HRADFORD 0-127 I RR 1 1 0500 315 79000
DAVIS. G LEE ft NANCY K-077 IRR 49700 14000 35700
DAVISVILLE REAL ESTATE TRUST A-013 LAND 3O7O0 30700
DAVISVTLLE REAL ESTATE TRUST A-oia I AND 33500 33500
DAVISVTLLt REAL ESTATE TRUST A- 15 LAND 30800 308O0
DAVISVTLLE REAL ESTATE TkUST A-016 LAND 31400 31«00
DAVISVIILE REAL ESTATE TRUST A - 1 7 LAND 3 15 31500
DAY.RACHFL K-070 LftB 33700 6 8 26900
DE PUNTBRIAND.MARC ft PAULA J-0 36 I ftB 49800 6000 4 36
DEHFLAK .JAMES F H-051 LAND 35000 35000
OEGAN.PAUL ft DEBORAH K-089 LRB 47200 11300 35900
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OEMERS, ROGER L - 1 5 LRR 42b00 15500 27100
OFRANF Y.GEORGE .EST B-135 LAP PB700 lb900 9800
DEWBYSHTwE.EaWL k r k B-143 I RR 31300 15100 lb200
DF*Y.DA\/Ii) P K K A (VOL A E H-079 I RR 125500 37 400 88100
DESTh Amps, ALICE J K-OBO l.RH 24000 bOOO 18000
DESCHFNFS, LIONEL * PATRICIA D-037 LRR boaoo 12500 48300
OEvEwFAil, ISABEL K-058 LRR 47^00 12500 34700
DEVINF.MAE G J-120 LRR PP800 1 H 12000
DEVI NF, SAW R CONSTANCE J-010 1 RR b2700 13900 48800
DEV INF .SAMUEL K CONSTANCE J- 109 I RR S2000 11300 40700
DEVI NF .SAMUEL K CONSTAMCF M-04b LAND 13*00 13300
DICK.I. TLLIAN G J - 1 1 5 1 RR 40?00 11300 290
DIFRKSMIER. CHARLES * MARY J-024 1 RR 9S700 21500 74200
DTMEL TNG, ANNE A-021 LAND P3S00 23S0O
DT ME LING, ANNF. M A - ? I AND 7200 7200
DTNNEFN.PAOL R VICKIE H-115 LAND 12500 12500
DION. FLORA F - (j 4 9 1. RR 31900 9900 22000
D I N » F L R A J-033 LRR 88400 23800 84b00
DI0N,kOHE«T R LYNM S L-025 LRR b3400 29100 34300
Dt SALVO. DOMINIC J 4 CYNTHIA A C-0b5 LRR 2PS200 34700 190500
DISALVO.DOMlNlC J K CYNTHIA A C-06B LAND bb bbOO
OOHERTY. AUSTIN A C-105 1 RR 70800 3b400 344
OOHERTY. AUSTIN A C-llb LAND b200 b?0
DOI .AN, JOAN V C-128-1 LRR 888 31600 35200
D OLA N.JOAN V C-128-2 L AND 37800 37800
DONAHUE. JAMES R J. INF B-126 LRR 7 4 3 22000 52300
DONNFLLAiM, JOStPH R mAWGAKET C-010 cm 87200 32200 55000 13607
OORAM.OARYL R JEANNF K-lOfe LRR ^ 4 9 8000 2b900
DOR AM. DAVID 8, CYNTHIA L-041 LRR ^2900 1 1000 21900
D R A N . D F N i\i I S * H R E N D A R H-OBO 1 RR 73500 1810 55400
DOWNS, aTLLIAM K KATHLEEN F-092 LAND 1100 1100
DRANE. DOUGLAS K SANDRA C-Obl I RR 225300 78000 149300
DRAPEw FOEL CO J- 100 LRR 28100 150 1310
DRAPFR FllFL CO K-Obb L RR 309800 45100 284500
DRAPER FUtL CO K - 6 7 LRR bb200 11300 54900
DWAPFR FOEL CO K - 7 b L RR S9 30 15500 43800
DRAPER FllFL CO K-l /a LRR ^0800 1 b 14800
DRAPER FnFL CO k - 1 7 5 1 AMD 100 1
ORAPFP FllFL CO K-17B 1 RR 8P800 12800 50000
DRAPFW FUEL CO XH-ObB Rl DG 7 00 700
DRAPEP FUEL CO XF-171 Rl DG 6500 8500
DRAPER. DONALD m 14 FLORENCE L-0 08 LRR 52400 94 43000
DRAPER. GEORGE * ROSE D-067 LRR bl MOO 22 7 00 39100
DRAPER. INF 7 S J-127 1 RM 9 7 9 14 20 83700
DRAPFP. KENNETH R GLADYS K-088 L RR SbbOO 9800 48800
DRAPE k.LYNNE E M-028 LRR SI 90 18S0O 33400
ORAPER. ROBERT J-0 7b 1 RR "34 00 19 15000
DRAPER. STUAWT S J -043 1 RR 1 U b 13300 91 300
DRAPER. STUAWT S K - 1 7 3 1 AND 1 M 4 1 b 2 2200
DRAPER. SI II ART S M-029 L RR bPrtOO lb900 45900
DRAPER. STUAwl S \ BONNIE l- M-024 LRR 8 b 7 22100 b 4 b
DRAPFR, STUAWT S X BOmO'IF L M-025 LAND 1220 12200
DROHAN, JOSEPH K MAtviCY x 0-0 82 Rl DG 18 300 18300
OROI F T , ELT7ABETH B-032 1 RR 1 284 45200 R1?00
DROI. ET . FL I ZABFTH B-033 LAND 9 10 9100
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blJGGlN. THOMAS ft ELI7AHETH
;DONHAM, KENNETH K BEVERLY
JIJIJNN. RANDOLPH A R GRETCHEN
piJRFEF, ALLEN R DOROTHY
lOUVAL. WALTER
DYER. RICHARD R JOANNE L
E J ARROTT TRUST
(EARLF .RdSELL * MERLE
iEASTMAN. CFC 1 1 I A




iFCKSTROM, KENDALL ft NANCY
iECKSTROM, ROBERT R ft JOANNA
EDMUNDS. RALPH L ft JANET 1
Edward n Everett
Jfdwards.el izaheth











F A I R F T E L D , w T N S T H
FAIRFTFLO, WINSTON
FARROW. RONALD E








FISH, JENNIE C. TRUST
FISH, JENNIE C. TRUST
FISH, JENNIE C. TRUST
FISH. JFNNIE C, TRUST
FISK.". Il LI AM ft JuYCE
FLETCHER.KENnE TH R *.
FI.E WELL TUG ESTATE
ItEwFLLTNG ESTATE
FLOOD, KEV IN K ANNE
FLYNN, DAVID C ft MAXENF
FLYNN, HELEN ri

































































































































































































































































































































G & P C
G A P C









G A R NH A M






























E R r L" A
I^jDy

































VI U A HEV
\/Ii) A KEV




, BOYO ft N

























WAP «. LOT COOF TOTAL . LAND BLDG. LAND USE
VAI HF VALUE VALUE EXEMPT
H - 5 tt LAH 7P000 20400 5 1 b
0-058 CliLO HU100 27 000 57100 4875
J -0 05 1 Kri 55800 14200 39400
H-0 09 1 AB sysoo 19200 35^00
H-098 LftB 81300 22500 58800
L-028 LAB 57800 27000 30800
F-0 3b L&B 3bb00 9900 ?b7 00
B-02B 1 KH S7900 24400 33500
i ) - « a CllLD 3P1500 72100 249400 37349
D-0B4-1 CM| 9300 9300 3714
M-09 LAB a 5100 13200 29900
x b - o o a MH 15100 15100
J-0B5 1 AB 4S900 11500 34400
G-005 LAND 2500 250
F-OOb 1 KB 1 08500 44200 b4300
C-147 LAB 1 04200 29000 75200
c-iaB LAND 5300 5300
H-037-1 BLOG P2300 22300
C-120 LAB 88700 31400 37300
F-122 CI IL 4800 4800 4002
H-020 COLO 13 3 13300 4840
A-053 LAB 1P400 8100 4300
A-u54 LAB 88900 20800 8b500
A-023 Fl B 1 15900 19300 9bb00
A-025 LAND 1 000 100
A-028 LAB 41200 12800 28800
A-024 LAND 700 700
A-083 LAND 800 800
H-021-2 COLD 7900 7900 7588
H-029-7 COLO 12200 12200 9785
H-015 CI Jl D P4000 24000 22770
H-oai Clll D 24300 24300 22480
m-023 ClILO 87900 18200 49700 1891
H-037 LAB 73900 34100 39800
F-13b LAB 57900 23100 34800
F-127 ClILO 30000 30000 27051
F-135 ClILO 30800 30800 27848
F-137 CI IL 128500 b3200 85500 2994b
F-139 ClILO 29000 2b000 3000 13391
XF-137 BLDG 8500 b500
A-008 LAND P3700 23700
A - 9 LAND 37300 37300
C-097 LAB 73800 25400 48400
B-158 LAND 12100 12100
M-051 LAND 10200 10200
M-059 LAND 3900 3900
H-021-1 COLD 18500 18500 1 7b48
H-029-8 LAB 89100 20200 b8900
K-003 LAB 55900 13800 42100
H-028 LAB 5B800 20400 38200
M-0 09 LAB 78900 lblOO 82800
D-082 LAB 104000 47b00 58400
C-123 LAB 85500 20200 83300
C-124 LAND 7000 7000
K-181 LAB 32800 9900 22700
90
PKwPtkl Y I AX
P>*I)PFPTY O.vMtK
vALJIA 1 I I'f.S - T:ia(v OF '"TIT""
AHWl L 1 . iMrti
'>'4P k lot rnnF
GARON.DAVlU A I'IAmF
GENTES, ADRIAN i: ft VIRGINIA A







GIBBONS. aTLLI Am J.S*
GIFFIn.J F * fc B
GIFFIu.J ERASER ft EMIlY tt
GTLMARTTN, DAVID ft PATklCIA
GILMORE. BARBARA G














GODLE Y.PHIL IP II ft ANNE M
GODLEY .PHILIP II & ANNE M
GODLEY. PHILIP. ESTATE
GOD LEY. Phi LIP, EST ATE
GOOLEY. PHILIP. ESTATE















GREFLEY. RICHARD D ft MARILYN R
GREELFY. RICHARD D ft MARILYN R
GREELEY. RICHARD D * MARILYN R
GREELEY. RICHARD ft MARILYN R
GREELFY, RICHARD D ft MARILYN R
GREELFY. VERNON ft HATTIF
GRFFLFY. VERNON ft HATT1E
AINSLEF














C - 1 o
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GREENE. BARRY A *. A A k ? H A .J
GREENE .BARRY A K MARTHA J
GREENE. JERRY A . El AL
GREENF JERwy /' . e r AL
GREENF .NICHOLAS e r al
GREENMAM, THOo.AS K JANET
G R E E m M A N , T H u m A S X. JAfjtT




GREGOTRE.C Nl 1 W M A i»J X. rt A WH AK
A
GREGOTkF.C NORM A vl *, BARBARA
GRIFFlN.EDwTfs.'A
GRIFFIN, fiAKTi- 1
GRIFFITH,JEa.\ i «, ••1AHY
GRIEF I Th, Juh.' ; R
GRIFFITHS, i) AVI l.i x, LISA L a R
n
GRIGOk.UAN C R I S T I A ft * ALEXANDRA
GROGIN, PHILLIP J * HARHAka L




HAGGERT V.GARY X. i J I a j h
HALHEIrEL. Lii'vST A'.CE
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HALL.LAaRENCE c A-o32 LAP 1 30800 47300 83500
HALLET.F STANLEY 4 ELF.ANOH C-049 LAB 66800 32600 34000
HAMMAN.MARK a H-l 10 LAB s a 9 30400 24500
HAMMAR A FUOTE K-083 LAB 56000 14900 41 100
HAMMAR A foote K-osa I AB 50000 1 IrtOO 38200
HANCOCK HOMES INC c-022 LAND 12800 12600
HANCOCK HOMFS INC C-022-1 LAND 1 ?800 12800
HANCOCK HOMES INC C-022-2 LAND 9000 9000
HANCOCK HOMES INC C-022-3 LAND 8 8 8800
HANDY. CAROL A H-146 I AH SaluO 20100 34000
HANNIGAN, MICHAEL J ^ DEANhA L-05a LAB 35600 14900 20700
HANSEN, OTTO L-012 LAB 42700 8500 34200
HANSEN, OTTO L-03U LAND 1700 17 0o
HARDY. MARGARETTE P C-iao 1 AND 20 200
HARDY, WALTER J * MARGARETTE P C-138 LAB 57600 14200 43400
HARGROVE, GILBERT A DIANA L-029 LAB 7 7 34300 36400
HARRISON, ROBERT J & DOROTHEA B-076 LAB 48300 15500 32800
HART.SHF TLA K - 6 LAB 80000 13200 46800
HARrtOOO, CHESTER A EVELYN J-059 LAB 38600 6300 32300
harwooo. Chester e j-ose LAR 84800 14 4 70400
HARwOOO. FRANCIS K BAwKaRA H-138 LRP 37rt00 9900 27900
HATT. SAMijEL * EDITH X-134 LAB 35200 10100 25100
HAY NE S.HARRY A EDITH C-135 1 AND 33500 33500
HEALD. PHILIP C Ef AL E-044 CHID 14100 14 10 12194
HEALD, PHILIP C.JR E-009 Chi D P7800 27800 24578
HEALD. PHILIP C.JR E-038 cm n 3 3200 33200 29478
HEALD. PHILIP C.JR £-045 cold 1 1 3800 52100 61500 12563
HEALD. PHILIP C.JR E-045-1 Bl DG 690 6900
HEALD. PHILIP C.JR E-046 CllL D 18700 18 7 16399
HEALD. PHILIP C.JR E-04 7 LAND 8400 8400
HEALD. PHILIP C.JR (,-00? CHI D 14 7 14 7 13878
HEALD. PhIlIP C.JR G-007 LAMD 20 20
HEALD. PHILIP C.JR G-G08 LAMD 27 2700
HEALD. PhILIP C.JR G-020 CllL D 3600 3600 3373
HEALD, PHILIP C.JR G-025 Chi D 33300 33300 31952
HEALD. PHILIP C.JR S-038 CHI (> 2600 2600 205
HEALD. PHILIP C.JR G - o 4 2 LAB 114 8400 3000
HEALD. STMPjjON C. ESTATE E-039 CULT) ? 4 4 24400 20535
HEALD. ST UPSON C. EST ATE E - o a o Clll D 8 6 8600 7349
HEALD. STMPSUrj C. ESTATE E - u 4 5 Chi D 4 4000 3714
HEALD. STMPSON C. ESTATE G-OOl CULD 1 01 ?ou 26200 75100 6916
HEALD. STMPSON C. ESTATE G-016 cm D S3 5300 4002
HEALO.STMPSilM C. ESTATE G - 1 7 rui n 50 50 483
HEALD. STMPSUN C. ESTATE G-0 19 cm d 19 3 19 3 16704
HEALD. STMPSON C ESTATE G-032 cm n 3400 34 3079
HEALD. SIMPSON C. ESTATE G-040 Clll.li Ul 300 4 13 37213
EALD. STMPSON C. ESTATE G-041 cm n 1 5 7 15 7 10699
HEARTHSTONE COMMUNITY ASSliC X A - 3 9 - 8 BL DO PUbOO 24600
HENDERSON. ANDRE a J K PATKJCIA b-093 LAMH P0500 1510 5400
HENNING, JOh.m M-097 1 AH 8 4 ? 51600 8P600
BENR Y.SEAN K DEriRA I.-06O 1 AH ? 8 1 9900 18200
HERL ] MY, 1 Mill. AS K A !!« a j - o u b 1 AB a 3 4 o o 97 337
RTCKFRSON.rtTLLlAM n *. h f m i a k h a J rt-062 1 KM h * 3 2 2 7 40600
1?
93
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HIGH MOWING SCHOOL F - V 9 LAN D a 9 1 o o 49100
HIGH MOwlNb SCHOOL F-1 16 LAND ?0500 30500
HIGH MOWING SCHOOL E-121 LAND 3?600 33600
HIGH MOdlNU SCHOOL F-12B FDUC 401900 50600 351 100
HIGH MOaiIMG SCHOOL E-128-A FDUC 1 2 12000
HIGH MOwInG SCiuOL F-128-B FOnC 20000 20000
HIGH MOVING SCHOOL _ f-.l^H-C FDiiC 6 6000
HIGH MOVING SCHOOL F - 1 3 FOltC 1 h 8 5 42200 126300
-
HIGH MOWING SCHOOL F - 130-
A
Fnuc 1 0800 12 9600
HIGH MOWING SCHOOL F-1 30-6 LRR 1S600 1200 14400
HIGH MOaING SCHOOL E-131 FDUC 609300 70600 538700
HILL, JOHN * mAkTmA C-0fo7 LRB 98700 27*00 71 100
HILLER.BERTOn b E-132 LRB 86100 40600 45500
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY CEmEIERY A-d07 M|IM 500 500
htllsborough mill :INC 0-093 LAND 45500 45500
HTLLSBOROUGH MILL .[nC 0-095 1 AND 32100 32100
HTLLSBOROUGH MILL [NC 0-106 LRB 54700 34400 20300
HILLSBOROUGH MILL 1[NC F-012 L AND 85900 85900
HILL860WOUGH MILL 1TRUST L-062 L AND 16400 16400
HILLSBOROUGH MTLLS IMC F-iafi LAND 900 900
HILLSBOROUGH MILLS INC J-038 LRB 1 79400 25000 154400
HILLSBOROUGH MILLS IMC K-136 LAND 200 200
HILLSHOROUGH MILLS INC K-139 LAND 100 100
HILLSBOROUGH MILLS INC K-1 47 LAND 100 100
HILLSBOROUGH MILLS INC L-019 LAND 800 800
HTLLSBOROUGH MILLS INC L - 6 3 LAND 6100 6100
HILLSHOROUGH MILLS INC 1. - 6 a LAND 9100 9100
HILLSBOROUGH MILLS TmC L-065 LAND 5300 5300
HILLSBOROUGH MILLS TRUST U-082-1 LAND 1 4400 14400
HTLLSBOROUGH MILLS T*>US1 D-094 LAND 32100 32100
HITCHTNFR MFG CO 0-087 LAND 21700 21700
HTTCHINER MFG CO If^C D-089 LAND 65800 658O0
HOAGLANO, UAVIO A * BARHARA H D-124 LAND 33300 33300
HOAGLANO, DAVID A % HARhAKA h M-095 LRR 29500 15700 13800
HODGE. HFRBEPT K PHOEBE, JR K-010 LRR 47500 11900 35600
HOOGE .HERBERT, SR K-091 LRB 43900 680 37 100
HODGEN, ARTHUR J * NATALIE L-022 LRR 52900 16500 34400
HODGEN. wESLEY R NATALIE J-0B4 LRB 42500 8900 33600
HODGFNARTHuR J R MATALIt L-030 LAND 2600 2600
HOLMES. RAYMOND A J-091 LRB 35200 6400 28800
HOLMES. THOMAS G F-037 LRB 1 05400 29500 75900
HOLT BROTHERS B-017 Cllt. D 16500 16500 15019
HOLT BROTHERS 6-031 CUT D 67700 67700 52795
HOLT BROTHERS B-070 CUI D 153100 79700 73400 37238
HOLT BROTHERS B-070-1 cm o 1 1900 11900 11483
HOLT, BENJAMIN x. a/ILLJAM A B-020 CULD 1 6400 16400 14928
HOLT. FLLEn C e-024 CUI D 21500 21500 20844
HOLT.FLLEN C 6-026 CULD 1 15000 37000 78000 8514
HOLT, KENNETH W F-062 LRB 20700 10900 9800
HOLT, MARK C B-019 LRB 91 100 26400 64700
HOLT, wILLIAM J F-oia I RR 60400 213G0 39100
HOME-JARUK , ALEXANDER K. HONOUR R-099 LRR 22000 13000 9000
HOOPER, CARL R R AuDwEY K-151 LRB 26300 8900 17400
H V E R . H H B E R T M D-001 CULD 26500 26500 25822
HOOVER, HUBERT M D-018 CUI D 88800 27800 61000 7319
94
M A k I I A
m a ^ n a
MA W II A




p k 1 1 p E * r r tax v a l ii a r 1 1 1 m s
APkTI i
IPRUPFRTY Uw-JFR I
HDULf- . RFNF *. LAvIGNL A.ESfATE
HOULF.RF.MF *. RUSE-iARIE





i H a E . </ A R w F N *
iHO*F , * AkRF'm a.
JhOaE.wAkREN X
IhOaE * /. ARRF N a.
f HUBRArfD, DAVID
I HIIHF W T . .1 OH:j F
IriUrtLE Y . MlLOrfFO
ihiiFFmam.ua vin
|HURl EY.FL I ;AHF TH
IMUWl EY. HELEN C
WHURLF Y. J AMES K FRANCES











n H 1 1 T C H T N S N . PATRICIA
HUTCHINSON, PAUL K SHFILA
1 HUTCHINSON. PAUL X SHFILA
IDE. GEOFFREY X JULIA
(INDIAN HEAD NATIONAL HANK
INDIAN HEAD NATIONAL HANK
IRETPN.AL R.J*
ISRAEL. WILLI AM *,
1 JACKSON. ROBERT X






JARVIS.LEO R * RICHARD L
JASPFR * LABR1E
JEAN A X MARY GRIFFITH
JENNINGS. SHERRY X RUSS
JOHNSON, CARLE ION ft. JANET
JONFS.ROMONA H
JOwDFRS. ALLFN X PRlSCTLLA
JOWOERS. ALLFN X PRISCILLA
JOaDERS, HAROLD ft BERTHA
KAPLAN, JOHN M
KAYE, HAROLD ft VlRLFY
X GRETCHEm










X LURK A INF
> - TOWN OF "11 ION, N, h. PAGE NO
14h.<
MAP *. LUT CODE PlTAI . L AinjU BLDG. LAND USE
VA|. UF VALI'F VALUE EXEMPT
i)-028 LAND 1 150U 11 b o
D-U27 Uh n ? 1 1 1 itio 30800
U-0 54 I XH S 8 I f ) 18^00 39900
A-Oe?7 L*» 3 8 3550(1 45100
J-037 LXB S7MIO 8 0()(> 49600
J-i)54 I XH S44IIO 900(t 50900
F-1 18 I AMD 950 9500
n-oa^-1 LAMP 1 S 1 DO 1 5 1 ('
H-04^-? L AND 1 S 1 1 b 1
H-150 1 ** S^SnO 18300 ^U200
B-lbl L AND I a l o l a i o o
H-029-2 1 KB s a 1 o r
»
18 7 35600
J-022 1KB a 7 180'»0 310
F-1B8 LXB SSI ii 30JOO 25000
XF-029-D MH h«>00 6200
K-iab LXB a 7 7 I 130 38400
K-092 LXB 88 MO 1 3 8 u (1 54900
K-iab LXB S ? 1 3 8 39200
M-086 LXB 4S400 189U0 29000
J-026 L XP S89O0 1 i 1 4 3800
J-029 L XB 1 3 on 17 800 82500
F-ioa LXB 95000 20 000 7 5
L-031 LXB a 8 7 19000 27700
K-isa LAND a 80 480
K-153 LAR a 08 1 1300 29300
H-005 LAMP 89 8 9
B-142 LAB 88800 22300 44300
B-ooa LXB 1 ? 8 12800
K - o ft 6 L XR bbaoo 12800 42600
8-129 L XB 4S80 191o0 28700
K-oai LAN D 800 800
k-043 L XB 78800 22800 55800
K-ObO LXB a s 9 o 10800 35100
J-056 LXB 1 S 1 2 90 142200
J-0b7 LXB ?5?000 13500 21A500
B-084 LXB 1 S4700 52300 102400
C-122 LXB 8 8 a 19000 67400
B-081 L XB 38 9 9100 27800
H-10b LAND 1 39 13900
H-106 LAP 98800 28000 7 8
K-123 ( AR 4P900 113 31600
K-iao LAP. 37600 1 1300 28300
K-085 L XB 4S100 1 9 34200
J-028 LXB 8 9 9 1130 58600
K-130 LAND 30 30
K-068 L AR SS800 12800 43000
A-033 LAND POO 200
XA-039-9 HI OG 7P000 32000
8-1 13 LXB 81 I 00 20500 40600
H-103 LXMH <a7 00 15700 19000
M-037 LANP 14100 14100
M-038 LXB 87000 20900 46100
F-043 LXR 54200 19800 34400
H-050 L XR 97900 32200 65700
J-023 LXR 84200 12400 51800
1 4
95
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KEDDY. RICHARD K NANCY K-087 LAB 390 96 29400
KEEFE.JOHN MILES J-046 LAR 6 9 a 7600 61800
KEILTG.RIChARO H-129 LAB R4000 21200 42800
K E I L I G , R I C H A k U . J R h-i24 LAR 43100 21300 21800
KEILTG. ROGER * H-l 26 LAND 12200 12200
KElLlG.ROGEw ri H-l 31 LAR 38300 16400 21900
KELVTMGTUN. tUAAKD * kHoDA M-089 LAB 59300 14800 44500
KENNEDY. ELI7AHETH C-100 LAND 1 8700 18700
"
KENNEDY. ELIZABETH E - 1 LAND 1 9800 19600
KENNEDY. H JAMES A CAROL J K-120 LAB 55700 15100 40600
KENNEDY, HAROLD A MILLICEOT C F-O03 LAB 65800 26800 39000
KENNEDY. HAROLD E J-122 LAB 1 6500 6300 10200
KETCHAM. RICHARD A A MARIE L D-122 LAB 6*800 17000 46800
KEYES.EAXL < hERBEkT c-004 LAND ?qooo 29000
KEYES.EARL * HERBERI C-030 ClILO 10 6 10600 9560
KEYFS.EARL A HF-RrtEwT C-133 LAR 54100 47400 6700
KEYFS.EARL * IVY F-165 LAB 75600 1 6 59800
KEYE S . HERBERT w XC-133 MH 10700 10700
KIMBALL .DANA J 0-13? LRR 51900 21300 29600
KINCAIO. WAYNE R K mERkIE E M-05B LAP 68100 19900 48200
KJNG.NEIL S EVELYN A H-014 L AR 7?600 20000 53600
KTRKLAND. KEITH * JANE C-015 L AR 99300 17 82300
KIRKL AND.KE IT" x. JANE C-0 16 LAND 37600 37 60
K I RN . AR TBI IR >. M A R I E C-063 LAB 94300 224 71900
KLE1 M. HFKHEkT K GRACE XA-039-6 Bl DG 40000 40000
KNIGHT .KENNET H R * JEAN T L-024 LAP S7500 20900 36600
KNOv-LFS. PvORRIS A MARGARET 6-133 LKR 6 3400 19 44400
KNO*»LTON # OEnNIS A BARBARA A-051 LRM 18700 1610 2600
K II L L G » F M E R A N K G K G L A D Y S K - 9 3 LAB 551 00 11300 43800
KHSHLTS. ROBERT B - 1 LAB 33500 33500
KUSHLTS. ROBERT B- 2 LKR 131000 17500 1 13500
L A M RESOURCE MANAtif.MENl fNC H-055 EAR 98n00 18200 80600
LABEL ART INC J-lll LAP R9400 11300 58100
LABEL ART [NC J - 1 1 3 LAND ? 1 00 210
LABEL APT INC L-032 L AND 1500 150
LABEL ART INC L-038 L AND 10 10 10100
LABEL AtfT INC L - a 6 LAND 10200 10200
LABEL ART I (MC L-Obb Fl R 5584 41400 515000
LABEl.LE. HAROLD t '. LINDA R C-121 1 *R 89900 15600 7 4 3
LACASSE .ED* ARU 0-068 L *B 4850 64 4 10
LACASSE. JOSEPH R ANNETTE J-117 I RR *6SO0 12500 23800
LACASSE. JOSEPH K GEOKbE A L-045 LAB US 100 1 1300 23800
LAFLAfcMF.M JOYCE H-l 30 L*R 5 4 2 17 600 36600
LAJOIE , ROLAND COL *. JOANim C-l 19 LAH 1 PB200 16 6 1 11600
LAMMINE^.EODTE -IR & r^ARIHA 0-051 L KB 71200 18 9 52300
l a mm i ken. edd i e sr * Evelyn D-050 CI II D ? 1 7 217 20566
LAMM I WEN. EDO IE SR K EVELYN D-053 cm n 120 1200 I 188
LAMMINEN.EDU I fc SR \ EVELYN D-055 rut o 8 1900 32100 49800 1 1454
LAMMINEN»«»AYNF i) \ EDITH M-(i5a L AH 68900 2 9 4 6
LANDANO, RICHARD x f - o 2 i HI DG 30 30
LANDRY, WiiBEit I K MARGUFRllE L-026 I AR 5 8 2 16 7 4 15
LANGDFI L. J A -it C - 7 I XR 55300 4«600 67
I.AN6DEL L» JAivt f. - 7 1 I *R 9630 427 5?600
LAPOf^SEE , UA v 1 11 J-095 I AR 47400 14200 33200




'LAPONS IF, RA YMONN \ l.'EBORAH
L*RO. EVERETT rt.MEIRS

















'LEMIRF.JOAN P. REAL ESTATE
|LEMI»P . JOAJ P. REAL ESIATE
LEVESfJUF .CuARLES \ LINDA
LEVFSO.lF.RUrtFRT E A DOROTHY
ILEVFSNUF, ROBERT E K DOROTHY D
iLEVESUUF.ROHERT JR k DOROTHY
ILFwIS. JAMES A MARGARET
LEwIS.aE'SLEy DAY
JLTCHT. NORMAN E
LINKF. DALLAS A MOLLTE
HftiNELL.J ANDREW A NINA H
IlIITLF, JESSE
JLOCKL IN.HOLLIS.mE IKS
JLOCKLlN, LLOYD E A BETTY P
[lORD.GARY L K SANDRA L




jLORETTF. JOSEPH K PATRICIA
LoRETTE .ROBERT *> ^ CAROL J
vORRAlNF TDlTLt
Bu». JAN C K RACHFI
Lovfrme. alEx a J'Eawmetie
RwE.wFLHV P * DOROTHY
LOftELL. GEORGE K VIRGINIA
Lucas. charles «. Florence
[jicifr.lyi. e k nancy
[LYFORD, ARLEnE
Lynch. george k. Blanche
j.YNCH. GEORGE * HLAuChE
MAC FARLAuO. JAMES vi \ RUTH
MAC DONALD,*) A NT EL
MACDONALO. JOHN K LUCILLE.
»CDOnALU»ROHERT f) *. ROSEMARY
4 A C D (I N A L , a I I < S L D h ri , \ RUSTE E
lACGILLTVAKY.h ALLAN k kaKY J
^ACHADO. RAL^H \ NDW^A
l»CK A Y.JEAN
> - town n F WTI rON. N. ^ . PAGE NO
1963
A LOT CODF TOTAL . LAND BLUG. LAND USE
VALHF VALUE VALDE EXEMPT
J-126 L*B 3 7 8 1 o a 27200
H-003 L*P P8300 20500 5800
F-117 LAP 5 7 9 20500 17 4
J-01B LAR a 1 7 9900 31800
H-107-1 LAND 1 5b00 15800
h-107-2 LAND 15500 15500
H-107-3 1 AND 1 42 14200
H-107-5 LAND 1 9700 19700
B-060 I AB 86500 21 100 85400
j-ooa LAB S8000 13900 42100
K - 7 8 LAB 33400 10200 23200
K - (i 7 9 LAND iaoo 140
D-105 LAB 89200 19000 50200
F-025 LAND 88600 88800
J-062 LAB 75800 10000 85800
J - 6 3 LAB 1 56070 28000 128070
F-026 LAND 1 9800 19800
J-055 LAB 105100 15700 87400
K-090 LAB P8500 7200 213
F-ias LAM) ?\ 000 21000
E'\aa L *R 88800 85000 23800
F-iai LAND 1 7800 17800
C-072 LAB 100100 22000 781 00
h-065 LAND 1 1 aoo 1 1400
L-013 LSR 59300 7700 31800
H-077 LAB 1 P9400 30900 98500
L - a LAB 8 5aoo 15100 88300
F-063 LKB 54700 20400 34300
D-112 LAND 9/00 9 7
b - 1 8 LAB 88800 2 9 47700
J-107 L*B 58500 7200 31300
E-023 CHI D P9700 29700 28802
C-037 L AND 5800 3800
C-052 LAP 1 88900 85300 103600
K-137 LKR 80000 lbOOO «4000
,1-0 91 L Art 99300 39300 80000
M-0 7 7 LAM 8 3 18800 41500
F-051 LAB 87400 22100 45300
J-125 U« 9 a 5 1 8800 77700
D-031 L AH 8 7 4 19800 47800
J-092 1 R.R ?1 500 1 1000 18 3
E*- «i 7 S 1 XR 7U100 20200 53900
j - o 8 2 1 XR 4 8 9 99 37000
H-l 18 LXR 55500 20400 33100
K-0H1 L*.R 3 7 9 10 10 27800
L -055 1 AMD 9500 9500
L-056 LAR S 9 15600 35300
K-002 LAB 59300 1 38 45500
D-10 1 1 ANT' 52 320
D-102 LAR 8 8 5 3 5 7 52600
D-123 1 XR 84800 1 7 o 47600
*-lb5 1 XR a 9 a o o 94 40000
J-0/2 1 KB 5 7 500 9 48500
H-D45 1 X« 1 08 5 30500 78000
XA- 39-3 B| OR s?/oo 52700
1 b
97
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MACMARTTN, JA-tES A JR ft WILLIAM R A - J ClILD R i 34600 58200 15094
MACWTLLTAMS. FRANK ft DORIS 8-131 I ftR asooo 11000 34000
MAHONEY.UANTEL K-lll LRB 47600 9600 37800
mAHOnEY, LEONARD ft VEROMC* K - M 7 I ftE 6 1 H 15300 46500
MAKI.OENNIS .% Ll-llb'J I ftM 53R00 20300 33600
MALLOwS. ALLEN ft ELAINE L-033 LRB a?yoo 16200 26700
MALLOWS. ALLEN SR * AuNETTF L-003 LftP 52400 15400 3 7
MALONFY ft SCOTT B-00 7 LRR 1 05000 21900 83100
MANLFY.MART IN f F-14/ LRMH 12000 1 0900 1 100
MANLEY. THOMAS E ft C A R t 1
L
A K-126 LRB 4 1 11300 31700
MANNARTNO, FRANK * CAWUL H-075 LAND ,3*300 28300
MANNlNEN, ELLEN A M-003 L AND 15000 15000
MANNINFN, ELLEN A v-woa LAND 15 15000
MANNINFN. ELLEN A K-005 I AMD 8800 8800
MANNINEN, ELLEN A M-097 LAND 800 600
MANNINEN, ELLEN M M-002 LRB 50300 26700 23600
MANNING. EDNA I C-01 1 LRR 31000 17200 13800
MARGULIES,PAUL R JANICF V B-0 7 6 LRR 93300 20800 72500
MARK .DANA F-155 1 RR 38300 20100 16200
MARKAVER1CH. BENNY ft FLuREr CF D-055 LAND 1 3400 13400
MARKAVERICH.6FNNY ft FLORET CE D-042 COLD 81200 32500 28700 6751
MARKAVERICH,DakRYL ft PATRICIA D-034 LRR 53400 18100 35300
MARTEL.PAUL ft THERESA L-035 LRB 51900 8000 43900
MARTIN, ANUtfEl* L ft JANET B H-0 17 LRR 60100 20200 39900
MARTIN. ARTHUR ft PATRICIA J-051 LRR 55000 17500 37500
MARTTN. ARTHUR JR ft PATR1CTA K-029 LRR 7 13800 56200
MARTIN, FIIGENF A-0 7 7 CHI D 1000 1000 876
MARTTN, EUGENE A-078 CULD 6800 6800 6321
MARTIN, EUGENE A-o/9 ClILD 37100 37100 34603
MARTTN, wlLFRED ft FLORENCE D-10B LRMH 34100 19700 14400
MASON, ISABELLA F F-136 LRR 81800 28600 33200
MASOw, JAMES ft GREICHEN K-144 LRR 43200 15300 27900
MASSIF, FMMFTT ft THERESA H-1 IB LRR 90800 19500 71100
MASSIF, FMMET T K THERESA H-l 16-1 LAND 15900 15900
MASSTF.EMMEIT ft THERESA H-119 LAND 210 21000
MATT SON, J OHM A C-076 LRB 1 08200 23600 82600
MCCARTHY HETRS K-138 LRB 7000 6500 500
MCCARTHY, ALTCE K-14B LRR 2B400 12600 15800
MCCARTHY, KATHRYN J-075 L RR 88400 20000 48400
MCCLFLLAND, J ANE AUSTEN C-059 LRB 1 12100 40700 71400
MCCLELLAND, JANE AUSTFu C-092 LAND 3900 3900
MCCLELLAND, JANE AUSTEN C-093 LAND 1800 1600
MCDONOUGH, DENISF. M m-057 LRP 59100 20900 38200
MCENTFE ft BUfeKE 8-072 LRR 54500 21100 33400
MCENTEF ft Bll*KE B-U73 LAND 1 1400 11400
MCENTFE, TIMOTHY R-071 LAND 31700 31700
MCGFTTIGAN, CHARLES JR ft LAURA B-098 LRB 78900 13500 63400
MCGETTTGAN, CHARLES JR ft LAURA F-103 LRB 88300 29200 39100
MCGETTIGAN, CHARLES JW ft LAURA K-107 LRB 80900 10000 50900




SR & DOROTH F-102 CULD 107300 77100 30200 40901
0, JR L-048 LAND 15800 15800
MCGFTT TGAN, CHARLES O.SR F-090 CUI D 70800 31800 38800 12916
MCGFTTTGAn. DONALD ft PATRICIA K-oao LRR 82800 17300 45500
1 7
98
H k 1 1 k E k I Y TAX v A I 1 1 A 1 I 1 1 Im S - r U V» N OF W T I 1 1 > N . N
AkkTL 1 , 1984
PROPERTY OiMNEH MAP * LOT COOF
mCGFTTTGAn. DONaLO R R PAfklCIA
mCGE IT TGAn.OORuTHY S
KCGETTIGAw, JAMES












HbllAOE. ROBERT R HARRIET




























MILLER. J CLAYTON ft LOUISE
MILLER. JAMES D R MARIANNE
MILLER. WILHURN R VICKI
MILLWARD, AnURE'a ft KAREN
MILLwARD, FRANK S R IVY








MOMRF. STEPHEN T ft UEBORAH







































































































































































































































































































PwOPERTY TAX VALUATIONS - TOWN OF Mi TON. N
APRIL 1, 1983
PROPFRTY OwNER MAP & LOT CODF TOTAL
V/ALHF
H.
nelson. james i * joyce n
nelson, james t & joyce n
nevln. ronald k florence
new england forestry
new England telephone co
nh water resources hoard
nh water resources hoard




OLSON. ROBERT C * SANDRA
OLSON, ROBERT H A NANCY A
OLSON. TODD * REGlNE
ORCHARD, FRANK E
OSGOOD. JERE




OWNER I INK NOan
Owner unknown


















PALMER. DAVID * MA* IE
PANGHORN, NATHALIE








P A R K E R . w I L L I A k
PARKFW, WILL I A^
PARKER. wILL [AN
PARO, DONALD K CONSIAixlCE
PARO, JOSEPH \ CHERYL
PARO, LAWRENCE JR k COLLETTF
PARO. PAUL J H. VIOLA A
PARSONS. L ILL I AM
PARSONS. RICHArfu * SHIRLEY
PARSOiuS.RIUmAku S 8 h I* L f- Y
PATTEn. ALLEO * A.mORFA
* JOU I TH
ft NATAL! F.
K •«. A T a L I E
L * T F k ^ Y R
It E V E L Y N














































































































































































































































































PROPERTY TAX VALUATIONS - TOWN OF WTLTDN. M. H . PAGE NO
APRIL 1. 1983








PATTERSON, HORACE JR ft SALLY F-050 LftR 82600 18900 43700
PATTERSON, JAMES SR X. DONNA C-107 LRR 55900 17800 38100
pattfwson, Ronald k lina C-020 LftR 71800 22600 49000
PECKHAM, RICHARD XA-034-4 Rl OG 47500 47500
PECKHAM.RTCHAfvU E 0-012 LftR 56700 12300 44400
PELKFY.OEAN M * CLAUDIA R J-l 19 LftR 20300 4000 16300
PELLERIN, JOAN C * EM1LIEN 0-&74 LRR 71100 16400 54700
PELLFRlN.LEO K J A M E T J-106 LRfi 44700 10100 34600
PFLLETIFR A GRIFFI1H K-044 LftR 43100 21000 22100
PELLETIER. IRVING A JOYCE F-171 LRR 80000 48600 31400
PFLLETIFR, IRVING N JOYCE F-171-1 LftR 62200 62200
PELLFTIFR, TIMOTHY K-118 LftR 30200 6800 23400
PERE I TO, ANTHONY J K SANDRA S 8-136 LftR 67700 22600 45100
PERRY, ROM H K ANNE 8 D-086 LRR 1 12900 27000 85900
PETERS. FREDERICK C-024 Ct 11 f) 27600 27600 27119
PETERS, FREDERICK c-025 COLD 122500 48100 74400 19820
PETERS, FREDERICK C-035 cm n 43300 36000 7300 19341
PETFRS, FREDERICK C-053 COLO 214 21400 17859
PETERS, HOWARD G C-026 LftR 72800 36000 36800
PETERS, HOWARD G c-oia LAND P1300 21300
PETERS, PRISC1LLA A J-137 LftR 35400 9500 25900
PETERSON, LEONARD * JUDITH C-079 LftR 237400 48800 188600
PETERSON, LEONARD J J-110 Fl 8 353900 26600 327300
PETERSON, LEONARD J K FhGEnF 8 E-017 LAND 19000 19000
PHILRRICK. DONALD 8-095 LftR 21900 21900
PHILHRICK, DONALD B-160 LRR 33600 12600 21 000
PIKE, PAUL K-051 LRR 41200 9800 31400
PTNE HILL SCHOOL C-039-A FOHC 64100 64100
PINF HILL WALDORF SCHOOL C-039 FOIIC 92400 63700 26700
PINF HILL wALDDRF SCHOOL C-082 FOIIC 1 19500 18500 101000 000
PTTTMAN,ROTH F-125 LRR 81600 30900 50700
PLATT, MARGARET H-022 LRR 42500 15400 27100
PLUMMER. RICHARD C-058 LRR 27600 18500 9100
PLUMMFR.RTCHARO C-086 LA MO 15000 15000
PLOMMFR.RTChAhD C-087 LAND 16200 16200
PLOMMER, RICHARD C-088 LAND 24200 24200
PLUMMFR, RICHARD C-0 89 LAND P4700 24700
PLOMMFR. RICHARD £ C-058 LAND 1 7800 17800
POLLOCK, JOHN A ft VANCY C 8-037 LftR 1 31200 32800 98400
POLLOCK, JOSEPH «, JEAN C-013 LAM) 1 8800 18800
POLLOCK .JOSEPH K JEAN D-137 L RR 70500 22500 48000
POLLOCK, JOSEPH K JEAN 0-137-1 LAND 800 800
POLLOCK, RAYMOND R PHTLL1S K-oag LRH 51400 12500 38900
'POLLOCK .ROHERT K CHAKLOTIE L-021 LRR 60400 19600 40800
POTTFR.DAVIli M x. MAkCIA H-012 LRR 8060 45000 35600
PRATT, DONALD S ft ELlZAbfcTri 8-047 LAND 12 7 12700
PRE JSNAR, J AMES 1 ft OIANfc M H-077 1 Kft 83700 20800 62900
PRESCOTT .FREDERICK L ft ALINA H-119 LRMH 4 3 28700 14300
PRESCOTT. STEVEN * NANCY M-014 LAND 1 3 30 13300
PRFSCOTT, STEVEN ft NANCY X8-119 MH 520U 5200
PREST. ROBERT a SR * ANN M H-103 COLO 853U0 32900 52400 11144
PRESTON, HOWARD K SHIRLEY A-029 LftR 42200 19700 22500
PRIES, WALTER ft HEATHER H-034 LRR 85600 4 37 41900
JPRIN7. AL.EXAnDER C-139 LRR 41000 9000 32000














PROCTOR. DAVID E ft VlkLM
PROCTOR, DAVID E ft VlwLEY S
PROCTOR. ETLEEn D
PROCTOR. JAMfcS M
PROCTOR. SAMUEL ft VER-MA
PROCTOR. SAMUEL * VER>\iA




PROCTOR. STEPHEN G ft GAIL A




PROVOST. PIERRE E IV ft LURA S
PUBLIC SERVICE
PUBLIC SERVICE CU
PUTNAM, LAWRENCE ft BARBARA





Oil INN .GEORGE ft
RAFTER, BRUCE
RAND, CHARLES ft SUSAN
RANK IN, DON P




REGIONAL URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORP
RENwICK.HUGH B ft CAROL L ET AL
RETTTG, RICHARD ft DANILLA J
REXFORO. VIRGIN I A I
REYNOLDS, ROLAND ft LORRAINE
RICH. KENNETH ft E G
RICHARDSON, ANUA
RIOEOUT, FLORENCE




RING, HELEN ft MINOT
> - TOWN F IwTLT ON. K|. V1. PAGE NO
1983
map ft LOT CODF TOTAL . LAND BLDG. LANO USE
VALHF VALUE VALUE EXEMPT
B-1 04 LAND 15100 1510
B-10b LAM) 7 BOO 7600
J - a 8 LAND P4750 24750
M-020 LAND 1 MOO 13300
C-131 LAND 17 4 17400
C-l i? LA NO 1 7 a 17 4
M-0 11 LAND 1800 1800
*-158 1 AND 200 200
J-OBO-1 LftB hHOOO 17300 50700
F - I 7 LftB 5200 5200
F-04H LftB 79600 210 58600
J - h LftB 52200 1 1600 40600
K-098 LftB 4 8 30 12800 35500
D-152 LftB B61 00 20700 45400
F-10B LftB /6600 18100 58500
J-027 LftB 42600 6000 36600
j-oao LftB 60600 11300 49300
F-08B LAND *A600 38600
ft-052 LftB 49700 14600 34900
F-106 LAND 1 1700 11700
B-084 LAND P100 2100
J-106 I KB 55900 10100 45800
B-154 COLD 1 1500 11500 8518
rl-155 ClILD 42500 42500 38492
B-156 cm o 1 8900 18900 11807
B-oia CHI 1 4000 14000 8650
1.-049 IITTL 12^4727 1234727
0-097 LAND P800 2800
0-079 LftB 63400 20800 42600
0-113 LftB 47900 14200 33700
J-053 LftB 40500 9000 31500
B-109 LRR 18000 17500 500
B-0 10 LftB P1500 18900 2600
8-111 LAND 1 0400 10400
F-054 LftB 4H900 19600 29300
H-039 LftB 61600 16000 45600
J-116 LftR 55700 11300 44400
K-059 LftB 41800 5100 36700
0-157 LAND 15300 15300
B-048 ClILD P8900 28900 27380
J-090-1 LftR 1 1200 6400 4800
J-070 LftB 1 1 1 700 11000 100700
J-080 L ftR 60700 7300 53400
H-104 LftB 74000 20200 53800
J-131 LKB 52300 15400 36900
G-027 LftR 27800 11000 16800
K-069 LftB 51400 12800 38600
J-129 LftB 61000 15400 45600
K-149 LftB 25300 8900 16400
J-020 LftR 47500 9900 37600
J-032 LftR 51600 15800 35800
D-110 LftR BB200 21600 46600
C-109 LftR 40200 12600 27600
E-010 ClILD 145700 72300 73400 44128
E-011 Clll D 24500 24500 8286
102
Pkl.PtKTr IAX VALUATIONS -
APRIL 1
PROPFkTY l)Ai«itk MAP
RING, HELEN ft MlNUT
jjflNG. M IN (IT
RTTCHTE. wTLL 1 AM fc ft CAkOL C
ROHBA1 ft (JaEnS
R08HAT. RUSSELL
ROhBINS. JOSEPH a. I I
ROBBINS.LEROY C. ESTATE
ROBHTnS. ROttFkT ft -1ART1NA
ROBERGE. RAYMOND J ft CARLKnF
ROBERTS. LARRY ft DIAiviE
ROBICHAIIU, JEAN GUY ft NOELLA
ROBTNSON, DOMhiA
ROBTNSON. EARL
ROBTNSON, V GENE A ISABELLA





ROPER. MAkI IN k JEANNE. JR












ROY. EARL D ft ANN
RUDOLPH. FRANK A A8HY OSMAN
RYAN. JENNIFER G
RYSNTK.JOHN M ft SUSAN
S A S RFALTY INC
S WARREN ft S CURRIER
3ALER. JULES
















SARGFNT. KENNETH ft MARION
SARGENT. KENNETH ft MARION
SARGENT. KENNETH ft MARION
SAVAGE, HARLANO








} T * N OF *TI r ( ) N . N . H . PtU3E NO
1484
map ft Lot f.noF TOIAL . LAND BLDG. LAND USE
VAI HE VAlUE VALUE EXEMPT
E-055 LAND 1 10 1 1 (i
6-020 roi n 1 a o 1 4 () 929b
H - b 2 Ldh 4 15 2ul 1)0 87400
h-i 44 1KB 1 7 0/00 42300 128400
B-145 1 AM) 1 b 1 1 b 1
J-073 LKR 5/400 14200 43700
B-101 LAND ?a ?oo 84300
B-120 L ft« '4 $2 20400 22800
C-080 1 *R 9 b 30000 bbOOO
H-OS3 LAND ?aooo ?U000
H-099 1 ftB bl BOO 21 100 40700
H-092 I KR MP300 23300 59000
F-133 1 ftH 9$b00 30 4 b3200
A-080 1 AND 1 850 18500
M-ofea LAR h b 9 15b00 51300
c - o 4 7 LftR 9 8 22500 b8300
O-oOb LAND '4 400
a - o 7 a CO! D $9100 18b00 20500 1785
A-076 CHI D P?b7 00 blOOO lb5700 13500
D-129 COL ?\ 8400 38900 179500 7308
0-019-1 LAND 1 a 9 o o 14900
D-019-2 LAND 1 5h00 15b00
D-019-3 LAND 15300 15300
D-019-a LAND 1 3700 13/00
D-019-5 LAND 1 $900 13900
D-019-8 LAND 1 $7 13700
F-153 LAB 89400 13800 75b00
F-011 LAP 8B30 24000 b4300
D-145 LAB BlbOO 21900 59700
C-lll LAB bl 100 18400 42700
H-073 LAND paboo 24b00 U
C-063 'CULO I5aoo 15400 14840
6-055 LAB 7$200 25200 48000
E-037 LAB b$700 17500 48200
A-073 cum b44] 00 9/b00 54b500 22275
C-130 LAND 1 moo 17400
A-075 LAB 1 ??700 31800 91 100
F-lb9 LAB 81300 25200 5hl00
F-010 LAB 70500 2b700 43800
A-005 LAND 13100 13100
A-010 LAND 1 $500 13500
A-011 LAB b7900 21000 48900
A-018 LAND 1 1500 11500
A-031 LAB b$5200 94300 540900
K-018 LAB b?bOO 11300 51 300
J-077 LAB 7P000 15800 5B200
j-oaa LAB 57900 12000 45900
H-033 LAB b2500 20/00 41800
H-091 LAB R7b00 32100 55500
H-030 LAND 1 3500 13500
H-031 LAND 13500 13500
H-032 LAR 85400 32800 52b00
H-03a LAND 15100 15100
A-0b2 LAND 5700 5700
K-032 LAB 57100 13800 43300
22
103
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APRIL 1. 1983








SAWFWS.MILLTE D-149 LAP 58/00 20500 38200
SCANLON. DAVID A "jAuMl K-129 LAB 48200 11300 36900
SCARCFLLO.SuSAN F-057 LAB h3<00 20200 43100
SChAnOA.RIChawO F A i)EbO*AH C K-065 LAB S8300 5000 53300
SCriwlDT.OAVlO A & JUL T E A J-()l4 LAB 42100 14200 27900
SCHMIDT. OAvIu A A JULIE A J-074 LAB S500 aiOo 1400
SCHIJLTZ.C S1ANLEY JR «, BARBARA J-021 LAB 5^000 14200 38800
SCHWAB, R1CMARO A RbBECCA E-149 Clll 102100 56200 45900 547s7
SCHKAR7.M L C-045 CHID S0500 32300 18200 17184
SCH*AR7.M L C-046 COLO 8/200 25700 61500 20404
SCOTT, OONALU C-036 LANO 11500 11500
SCOTT. DONALD E-Olfc LAND ^8200 38200
SEAGWOVES, FLETCHER * BERTHA L-018 LAB 42800 12100 30700
SEAGROvFS.PAuL A J-121 LAB aaOOO 9900 34100
SECOND CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH J-017 EXMT 192000 22300 189700
SECONf) CunGREGAT IOnAL ChORCh M-039 FXMT 42000 18900 25100
SHARKF Y, JAmES * NORMA F-023-1 LAND 8100 8100
SHARKF Y. JAMES * NORMA F-024 LANO ^7500 37500
SHAkKF Y.JAMES K NORMA F-23 LAB 98000 31100 84900
SriAtt.RAYMONO A MARGARET J-025 LAP 71800 19300 52500
SHAY.L HCTLLF H-060 LAB 52300 29600 22700
SHEA, F TLEEN. EST K-121 LAB 71900 22300 49600
SHF A, FRANCES. EST K-119 LANO 8500 8500
SHEA.JOHiM F A MARY ANN C-012 LAR 60000 21800 38200
SHEA. JOHN H s KATHRYN J-065 LAB 52600 11300 41300
SHEA. JOHN H *. KATH*y*j K-1Q0 LAR ^5500 8400 27100
SHEA, MICHAEL 0-111 LAR 11400 10500 900
SHFA, STANLEY E A PATRICIA M M-078 L*R 72100 20000 52100
SHELDON. EDNA I F-097 LAP 53900 18600 35300
SHELOON.EOnA l H-056 CHI a2100 42100 39721
SHELO&ICK.riELFiJ E-004 LAR 80300 43300 37000
SHELDtfICK , HELEN E-U06 LAB 111200 111200
SHELDRICK. HELEN J-132 LAB 48000 12600 35400
SHERBORNE, wax aELL G.ES1 H-061 LAND 10800 10800
SHERBURNE. MAXWELL G.FST H-089 I A NO ?4600 34600
ShERIS.EOmaRO.EST A rt B-083 LANO 2800 2600
SHERTS.FOaARD. ESTATE B-0d5 ClH 1600 1600 1558
SHERlS.EDwARO. ESTATE O-020 ClILO 42100 37100 5000 19174
SHERIS.EOwARO. ESTATE O-039 LAND 5200 5200
SHEtfIS,EO«BARO, ESTATE 0-040 COLD 15000 15000 14763
SHERlS.FOwAkD, ESTATE 0-041 LANO 15100 15100
SHERIS.FDwAWO. ESTATE O-07O COLD 20000 2OU00 17439
SHERIS.FDwARO.ESTa Tfc 0-071 COLO 8000 8000 7402
SHERMAN, HRAOLE Y A SR K SUSAN K-l/H L*H ^<500 1O000 23500
SHTO.KAYAU x. ftAKAKO H-040 LAND 19900 19900
SHlu,KAYA.t «. wAkAKO R-041 LAB 72200 197u0 52500
STLVA.ANivA n, k KAYoE.SR K-OOV L*H 42900 11000 31900
SIMEK, MICHAEL A Ulnf M-027 LANO 14100 J4l00
SKELLY. JOHN E L-023 I. X
B
92500 20500 72000
SLACK, MARTHA h G A-056-3 LAND 17800 17800
SLACK, MAwTmA R G A-U58-4 LAND 18600 16600
SLlVlNSKl,«lLLlAtf P *. CHARLOTTE H-137 LAB 77400 25700 51700
SMITH, DERRICK * Mini E-162 LAH 69300 27200 42100
SMITH, GFOwGt C-141 LAB 76500 22400 54100
SMITH. GREGORY K ELISE K F-152 COLO 105/00 26300 /9400 13271
104




SMITH. KENNETH R RUTH






,iiil I niFVCIimt in r» nil I n
SMITH, RAYMOND S wANI
SMITH. ROLAND A BEVERLY
SMITH. ROY A MIRIAM
SMITH, ROY A MTRIAN
SMI TH, SAMlitL A.JR
SMITH, WARREN R MARSHALL NORMA J
SOC PROT OF NH FOREST
SOLON, SAMUEL
SPERO, LESTER J A 01
ST CLAIR, RICHARD IN
ST CLAIR, RICHARD K
STANLEY OLSON
STANTON, ROBERT







STEARNS. HERBERT R OERRIE
STEARNS, JAMES
STEBR1N S.PETER X, JOYCE
STETN. DAVID * RAND I
STEPHENS* EDNA
STEVENS. FLN A D
STEWARD. EDNA. EST ATE
STEWARD. EOIMA. ESTATE
ST TCKNEY .KENNETH C R MAXINE I
STIMSON.CARL K.JR
STIMSON, NORM Aw " '
STIMSON, NORMAN





STROHME YER, GEORGE K
SOLIVAN R PROCTOR
SOLI VAN. C M
SOLLlVAN.C H
SOLI I VAN.C
S II L L [VAN.C
Sill L I VAN.C
SHLLI VAN.C wTLSOai
SOL LTV AN , CHARLES 8, RE VOCABLE
ST





J E A ,M
JEAN
TRO
TOWN F WTI TON, N. r . PA(;e no
1983
A LOT CODE TOTAL . LAND BLDG. 1.AND use
VAL'lE VALUE VALUE EXEMPT
K-128 LAB 44900 11300 3 3600
H-049 LAB S3 5300
H-050 LXR 89300 31000 58300
H-027 LAB a9500 21400 28100
0-153 LRB 8 90 2 3400 45600
D-oab LAND 8800 8800
D-009 LRB 88800 23100 63500
C - 2 LAND P2800 22800
0-082-2 LAND 1 1900 11900
F-15B COLO 3 330 33300 31413
M-023 LAB 82900 20900 42000
J-078 LAB 39100 18800 22300
K-167 FLB 22100 9000 13100
K-169 FL B 1 P2900 280 00 94900
H-084 LAND 1 7300 17300
H-046 LAB 92000 24800 67400
A-067 LAB 1 00800 39500 61 100
A-067-i LAND 500 500
L-050 LAND 300 300
D-148 LAB S3100 2 8 32500
C-018 LAB i 3iaoo 25400 106000
K-l 12 LAB S2800 1 1300 41500
M-0 15 LAB 63500 18900 46600
8-066 LAND 3000 3000
G-011 EXMT 88200 88200
G-015 fxmt 4700 4700
H-109 EXMT 31300 31300
F-068 LAND 2200 2200
B-045 LAB S2S00 23900 28600
C-017 COLD 88000 31500 54500 8297
E-042 LAB 18 3 41000 119300
H-083 cm n 1427 00 83000 59700 38146
K-1S5 LAH 88100 17800 48300
H-Olb LAB 94700 40000 54700
H-u38 LAB 31700 31200 500
B-042 LKB S4200 21400 32800
J-101 L RR <8200 8400 31800
B-090 LAB 1 48200 27100 121 100
B-054 LAND 1 8000 18000
H-005 LAB 4S400 34300 11 100
F-021 LAND 40000 a
F-0U2 L*B S8400 2 7 35700
K-045 L*B 32900 10 22900
J-013 LRB 247 00 7500 17200
H-Obl L RR 99B00 22300 77500
C-1U2 LRB 77100 81400 15700
J-060 I RB 75800 17300 58500
G-013 LAND 1 3800 1 3600
u-010 L A N 1) SI 00 5100
0-138 CDLD ?99t)0 29900 29589
o-iao CHI D 1 S 9 7 7 2 1 (> 87600 28843
D-141 1 RB 7 8 4 2 58400
0-1 39 CULD ? \ 3 213 20952
24
D-061 LRR 99500 22600 76900
105
PROPERTY Tax vALiiA I IONS - IUWN OF WILTON. N,
APRIL 1 , 198$
























S2EWC7YK, THOMAS E A KImBERLY









M Y R T L E
MYRTLE
TALLMAM.OAN ft SHlRLF. V
TARBELL.OORIS
TARRANT.GERARD J A SUSAf





















D A NANCY J
TETREAtILT, ROLAND ft JACQUELINE
THEBODEAU, CARLTON J








TIGHE. JOHN E * riRENDA M
TIGHE. MARTmA
TOLVO. BENEDICT A MARION
TOMPSON, Jt'NiM IE K DONALD






























































































































































































































































































PWiiPERTY TAX VALUATIONS - UiVU OF wllTOlvl.
ApPR 1. 1963























ft EON A L
K LORRAINE
TREVAS, JEEFwE Y
TRIPP. THEODORE N El AL
TRO*. HARRY E ft SANDRA M
TUCKER. ARNOLD R PAULINE
TUTTLE BUILDING SUPPLIES InC
TUT1LE BUILDING SUPPLIES INC








TUTTLE. J AMES A








TUTTLE. LEROY V ft GRACE
TUTTLE. RICHARD R.JR
TUTTLE. RICHARD R.JR
TUTTLF, RONALD ft LINDA
TUTTLF. RONALD ft MARYLOU
UMENHOFER.MARK ft JEANNE
UPTON. LUCILLE
VAILLANCOURT. ANDRE ft RHEA
VAILLANCOURT .RUDOLPH ft GERMAtNE

























VINTON, HOWARD ft LAURA
VONFELSTNGER. JOHN
VULTEF.LOREN R A,MNY














J - 7 9
F-055
E - b 7




























































































































































































































































PROPERTY TAX VALUATIONS - TOWN OF WTLTON. N. H.
APRIL 1. 1985











WADLETGH, RICHARD «. JANET
WAGNER. CHARLES w ft THERESE S
WALKER. WILL T AM H *. PAULA OURAmD
WARE, CHARLES K KATHLEEN
WARNER. PAUL * BARBARA








WATERS. ERNEST ft JANET
WATTS, EAWL * VtKNAL
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PROPERTY TAX VALUATIONS - TOWN OF WTLTON. N. H.
APRIL 1. 1983
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STATISTICS FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1983
Wilton and Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School Districts
ENROLLMENT
Average Average Percent of
Grades Boys Girls Membership Attendance Attendance
Grade Readiness 9 3 9.9 9.1 92.0
Grade 1 10 10 19.6 18.6 94.6
Grade 1 8 10 17.0 15.4 90.7
Grade 2 10 10 18.2 17.5 96.0
Grade 2 13 8 18.3 17.5 95.9
Grade 3 10 11 20.7 13.1 93.9
Grade 3 12 10 19.4 18.5 95.6
Grade 4 14 8 22.0 21.3 96.9
Grade 4 16 7 20.7 19.9 96.2
Grade 5 11 11 21.4 20.4 95.4
Grade 5 10 11 20.7 19.6 94.6
Grade 6 11 13 21.6 20.1 92.9
Grade 6 9 15 22.2 20.9 94.4
Grades 7 & 8 67 48 106.5 100.3 94.2
Grades 9-12 117 113 213.8 197.6 92.4
Attending School Elsewhere
(Based on Census taken September 2, 1983)
Attending Public Schools Outside the District 7
Attending Private Schools Outside the District 27
Attending Private Schools Within the District 88
Attending Parochial Schools Outside the District 10
WILTON CENSUS REPORT
September 1, 1983
(Age 1 day to 18 years inclusive)
Boys: 454 Girls: 430 Total: 884
SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICERS
Moderator: Mr. Vincent L. Alsfeld March 1984
CLerk: Mrs. Gretchen Hutchinson March 1984
Treasurer: Mr. Lawrence Brown June 30, 1984
Auditors: Mr. Wayne 0. Lamninen March 1984





Mrs. Joyce A. Fisk
Mrs. Sandra M. Trow





Mr. Vincent J. Franco
State of New Hampshire
SCHOOL WARRANT
For Election of Officers on March 13, 1984
To the inhabitants of the Wilton School District, qualified to
vote in the Wilton District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said district
on the Thirteenth day of March 1984 at 10:00 o'clock in the fore-
noon, to vote for District Officers:
1. To choose a Moderator, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board, by ballot, for the
ensuing three (3) years.
4. To choose a Treasurer, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
5. To choose two (2) Auditors, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
Polls will open for balloting from 10:00 a.m. and will not close
before 6:00 p.m.











State of New Hampshire
WILTON SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
For Annual District Meeting on March 16, 1984
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Wilton
in the County of Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified
to vote upon District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Wilton Elementary in
said district on Friday, the sixteenth day of March 1984, at seven
thirty (7:30) o'clock in the evening, to act upon the following sub-
jects:
Notice: School District Officers to be elected at the Town
Meeting to be held at the Town Hall beginning at 10:00 o'clock in
the morning on Tuesday, March 13, 1984.
6. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board
and Truant Officer, and fix the compensation of any other officers
or agents of the district.
7. To hear reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Of-
ficers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
8. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
to make application for and to accept, in the name of the District,
such advances or grants-in-aid and other funds for educational pur-
poses as may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United
States Government and/or State Agencies, and to expend the same
for such projects as designated by the grant.
9. To see if the District will vote to establish the counseling posi-
tion on a two day per week basis, and raise and appropriate the ad-
ditional one thousand four hundred twenty-eight dollars
($1,428.00) to do so, or take any action relative thereto. (By Peti-
tion)
10. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of school
district officers and agents and for payment of statutory obliga-
tions of the district.
1 1 . To transact any other business that may legally come before
this meeting.
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Section 1 Budget Budget Recom.
Purpose of Appropriation 1983-84 1984-85 1984-85
Function
1000 Instruction
1100 Regular Programs $ 283,951.00 $ 303,372.00 $ 303,372.00
1200 Special Programs 46,691.00 48,794.00 48,794.00
1400 Other Instructional Programs 50.00 50.00 50.00
2000 Support Services
2120 Guidance 1,505.00 5,690.00 5,690.00
2130 Health 12,644.00 13,807.00 13,807.00
2150 Speech Path. & Audiology 5,616.00 5,086.00 5,086.00
2210 Improvement of Instruction 1,080.00 880.00 880.00
2220 Educational Media 1,947.00 2,870.00 2,870.00
2310 All Other Objects 3,595.00 3,610.00 3,610.00
2320 351 S.A.U. Management Serv. 18,674.00 18,780.00 18,780.00
2400 School Administration Services 35,534.00 38,443.00 38,443.00
2540 Operation & Maint. of Plant 99,111.00 107.452.00 107,452.00
2550 Pupil Transportation 61,585.00 52,086.00 52,086.00
2600 Managerial Services 8,230.00





Total A $601,036.00 $603,075.00 $603,075.00
Estimated Revenue:
School Budget
Section II Revised Board's Committee
Revenues & Credits Available Revenues Budget Budget
to Reduce School Taxes 1983-84 1984-85 1984-85
770 Unreserved Fund Balance $ 29,298.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00
3120 Sweepstakes 5,113.00 4,898.00 4,898.00
3240 Handicapped Aid 19,727.00 19,169.00 19,169.00
4470 Handicapped Program 5,000.00 5,000.00
1500 Earnings on Investments 2,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
Other - Rent & Trust Funds
:hool Revenues & Credits
4,200.00 4,400.00 4,400.00
Total S< $ 60,338.00 $ 35,467.00 $ 35,467.00
District Assessment $540,698.00 $567,608.00 $567,608.00
Total Revenues & District Assessment $601,036.00 $603,075.00 $603,075.00
(School portion of the Business Profits Tax $ to be applied









HAROLD P. MELCHER, JR.
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1983
RECEIPTS
1000 Revenue From Local Sources
lion Taxes
1121 Current Appropriation S51 - . r05 . X
Deficit Advance Appropriation 16,069.00
1500 Earnings on Investments
1510 Interest on Investments 2,945.98
1900 Other Revenue from Local Sources
1910 Rentals 3,610.83
1920 Contributions & Donations 1,295.41
1990 Other Local Revenue 3.00
3000 Revenue From State Sources
3100 Unrestricted Grants-in-Aid
3120 Sweepstakes 4,994.06
3190 Handicapped Aid 18,435.09
4000 Revenue From Federal Sources
4400 Restricted Grants-in-Aid through State
4420 ESEA Title IV 3,715.41
5000 Revenue From Other Sources
5100 Sale of Bonds and Notes
5300 Sale or Compensation for loss of
fixed assets 125.00
GRAND TOTAL RECEIPTS $571,229.28










































































400 Equipment Repairs & Maintenance 15.00
600 Supplies 55.00
Supporting Services - Instructional
Improvement of Instructional Services
270 Course Reimbursement 100.00
290 Staff Development 450.00
320 Accountability 630.00
Educational Media


















400 Purchased Services - Trash,




2320 Office of the Superintendent
300 School Administrative Unit Expenses $ 19,288.65
2400 Supporting Services - School Administration
2410 Office of the Principal
100 Principal Salaries $ 20,700.00
200 Benefits 1,957.07
400 Purchased Services - Maintenance 268.50
500 Purchased Services - Miscellaneous 1,087.23
600 Office Supplies 272.04
800 Adm. Dues & Miscellaneous 249.40
2411 Secretarial
100 Salaries . 5,142.29
200 Benefits 1,031.56
2500 Supporting Services - Business








510 Student Transportation 39,923.08
511 Special Education - Public In State 13,183.61
513 Special Education - Private 7,407.39
2560 Food Services
260 Physicals 15.00
2600 Supporting Services - Managerial
2620 300 Special Education Consortium 7,300.00
2900 Supporting Services - Other
2900 224 Retiree's Retirement 3,886.08
226 Accrued Liability 867.96
6000 Fund Transfers
6510 880 School Lunch - District Funds ' 1,404.00
7000 Fund Transfers - Other
7000 890 Refund of Expenditures 3,715.41
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $536,839.64
Unreserved Fund Balance June 30, 1983 29,843.87
GRAND TOTAL NET EXPENDITURES $566,683.51
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STATEMENT OF ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN FUND EQUITY
For the Year Ending June 30, 1983
Special
General Revenue







3. Expenditures 533,124.23 3 715.41
4. Other Deletions-Cancelled
Total Deletions 533,124.23




100 Cash on Hand June 30, 1983 $ 31,006.26 $ 00.00
130 Interfund Receivables 15.41 00.00
140 Intergovernmental Receivables 545.93 15.41
TOTAL ASSETS $ 31,567.60 $ 15.41
LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Current Liabilities:
400 Interfund Payables $ 15.41
420 Other Payables:
2540-442 Don Byrd & Son $ 300.00
2222-610 Gaylord Bros., Inc. 78.90
2222-630 Vforld Almanac 144.83
2540-117 Manpower 204.00
1290-561 Extended Year Program 996.00
Total Liabilities $ 1,723.73 $ 15.41
Unreserved Fund Balance $ 29 , 843 .87 $ 00 . 00
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $ 31,567.60 $ 15.41
21
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1982 to June 30, 1983
SUMMARY




Revenue from State Sources 27,973.60
Revenue from Federal Sources . 3,989.07
Received as Income from Trust Funds 1,295.41
Received from All Other Sources 9,488.36
Total Receipts $578 , 721 .44
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year 578,963.85
Less School Board Orders Paid 547,957.59
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1983 $ 31,006.26
July 5, 1963 Lawrence A. Brown, Treasurer
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements, and other financial records of the treasurer of the school district
of Wilton, New Hampshire of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1983, and find them correct in all aspects.






ANNUAL SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICE REPORT
1982-1983
Report of Local Medical Services Number
PuDils Examined 34






















Defects Found By Medical Examination
Number Action Taken
1 Seen or treated by family
2 Seen or treated by family
4 Referred
1 Seen or treated by family
2 Seen or treated by family
5
2 Seen or treated by




9 Seen or treated by family
8 Seen or treated by family
7 Seen or treated by family
5 Seen or treated by family
6 Referred
1 Seen or treated by family
1 Seen or treated by family
1 Seen or treated by family

































Clinics and Special Referrals Date Number Action Taken
Preschool* Hearing 4/1/83 46 12 failed - recheck done
"
::"For pupils entering school in fall
Date of Report June 16, 1983
Examining Physician Dr. Bover
School Nurse-Teacher Ingrid Howard Number of Home Visits
23
Wilton Elementary School Teaching Staff
1980-81 1981-82
Mr. Lloyd R. Soderberg Principal Mr. Lloyd R. Soderberg Principal
Mrs. Claire E. Berwick Grade 2 MLss Cathy Bowman Special Needs
MLss Cathy Bowman Special Needs Miss Diane Bourgoine Physical Educatim
Miss Diane Bourgoine Physical Education R-6 Mrs. Pauline 0. Brown Grade 4
Mrs. Pauline 0. Brown Grade 4 Mrs. Josephine Carlson Grade 6
MLss Susan C. Dwyer Grade 6 Mrs. Virginia Gentes Grade 2
Mrs. Marilyn Greeley Grade 2 Mrs. Marilyn Greeley Grade 2
Mrs. Sandra Hall Instrumental Music Mrs. Sandra Hall Instrumental Musi
Mrs. Carol A. Langille Grade 3 Mrs. Carol A. Langille Grade 3
Mr. Michael Margulies Grade 6 Mr. Michael Margulies Grade 6
Mrs. Margaret McEntee Grade 5 Mrs. Margaret McEntee Grade 5
Mrs. Olga D. Murphy Grade 1 Mrs. Olga D. Murphy Grade 1
Mrs. Mary Perham Grade 3 Mrs. Mary Perham Grade 3
Mrs. M. Elizabeth Robbins Grade 4 Mrs. M. Elizabeth Robbins Grade 4
Mrs. Natalie Sanderson Speech Therapist Mrs. Natalie Sanderson Speech Therapist
Mrs. Catherine Sargent Readiness Mrs. Mary W. Sousa Grade 5
Mrs. Mary W. Sousa Grade 5 Mrs. Marie Toomey Readiness
Miss Rhonda Watts Grade 1 Miss Rhonda C. Watts Grade 1
Mr. Stanley D. Woodmansee Jr. Music Teacher R-6 Mr. Stanley D. Woodmansee Jr. Music Teacher R-6
Mrs. Patricia Woolson Art Mrs. Patricia Woolson Art
Mrs. Ingrid Howard Nurse R-6 Mrs. Ingrid B. Howard Nurse R-6
Mrs. Mary Lou Tuttle Secretary Mrs. Nancy Halverson Secretary
Mrs. Dorothy C. Crown Teacher Aide Mrs. Dorothy C. Crown Teacher Aide
Mr. Roland Gilbert Head Custodian Mr. Steve Mahan Head Custodian
Mr. Kevin Toomey Custodian Mrs. Bertha Jowders Cafeteria
Mrs. Bertha Jowders Cafeteria Mrs. Rhoda Kelvington Cafeteria
Mrs. Rhoda Kelvington Cafeteria ^^
Mr. Lloyd R. Soderberg Principal
Miss Cathy Bowman Special Needs
Miss Diane Bourgoine Physical Education R-6
Mrs. Pauline 0. Brown Grade 4
Mrs. Josephine Carlson Grade 6
Mrs. Virginia Gentes Grade 2
Mrs. Marilyn Greeley Grade 2
Mrs. Carol A. Langille Grade 3
Mr. Michael I. Margulies Grade 6
Mrs. Margaret McEntee Grade 5
Mrs. Olga D. Murphy Grade 1
Mrs. Mary Perham Grade 3
Mrs. M. Elizabeth Robbins Grade 4
Mrs. Sandra Small Speech Therapist
Mrs. Mary W. Sousa Grade 5
Mrs. Marie Toomey Readiness
Mrs. Mary Waldo Music Teacher R-6
Mrs. Rhonda C. Watts Grade 1
Mrs. Patricia Woolson Art
Mrs. Ingrid B. Howard Nurse R-6
Mrs. Nancy Halverson Secretary
Mr. Steve Mahan Head Custodian
Mr. Bob O'Malley Custodian
Mrs. Janet Johnson Cafeteria
Mrs. Rhoda Kelvington Cafeteria
Mrs. Wilene Knight Counselor
24
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
For Wilton Elementary School
It is a pleasure to submit this report for the 1982-83 school year.
The school year began with two hundred sixty-one (261) students with grade enroll-
ments as follows: Readiness 10, first grade 38, second grade 39, third grade 41, fourth grade
45, fifth grade 43, and sixth grade 45.
The school's staff remained the same except for the addition of Mary Waldo as
music teacher.
The school's curriculum continued to undergo its usual monitoring and planning by
the Curriculum Carniittee. The cotmrLttee's work for this year focused on the mathematics program
and resulted in the selection of a new textbook series, which the staff feels will provide them
with a more useful teaching tool in the important area of mathematics.
Staff Development continued its active and very positive role by monitoring indi-
vidual staff development plans, as well as by sponsoring several programs for staff members.
The school year was punctuated with many fine performances by the students for the
enjoyment of parents and the rest of the student population. Tne work of individual teachers
and the help of many parents in all of these efforts are most commendable.
Budget planning brought on the annual discussion of special education costs and
saw the School Board decide to join the other Boards of School Administrative Unit 63 in
terminating association with the Regional Special Education Consortium in favor of establishing
an SAU Special Education Department.
In March, district voters approved an appropriation of $598,362.00 and, in addition,
voted a sum of $16,069.00 for unexpected special education costs. However, a mild winter and
the reorganization of special education services made the use of the additional sum unnecessary
and, in fact, enabled the School Board to utilize $29,298.00 from the 1982-83 appropriation to
reduce next year's assessment to the Town for School District expenses.
Elections in March saw the re-election of Mr. Earl W. Watts to a three year term.
The School Board elected Mrs. Joyce Fisk, Chairman and Sandra Trow, Secretary.
25







Mr. Vincent L. Alsfeld
Mrs. Nancy Pollock
Mr. Lawrence A. Brown












Mrs. V. Lucille Watt
Mr. Ronald Ravenscroft
Mr. Fred B. Roedel


















Mr. Vincent J. Franco
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State of New Hampshire
SCHOOL WARRANT
For Election of Officers on March 13, 1984
To the inhabitants of the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative
School District, qualified to vote in the Wilton-Lyndeborough
Cooperative District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet on the thirteenth day of March
1984, Wilton Voters at the Wilton Town Hal) at 10:00 o'clock in
the forenoon and Lyndeborough Voters at Citizens' Hall in Lynde-
borough at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon, to vote for District Of-
ficers:
1. To choose a Moderator, by ballot, for the ensuing year.
2. To choose two (2) members of the School Board, by ballot,
one (1) from the town of Wilton and one (1) from the town of
Lyndeborough, with each member so chosen to serve a term of
three (3) years.
3. To choose two (2) members of the Budget Committee, by
ballot, one (1) from the Town of Wilton for a term of three (3)
years, and one (1) from the Town of Lyndeborough for a term of
two (2) years.
4. To choose, by ballot, two (2) Auditors for the ensuing year.
Polls will open for balloting at designated hours above and will
not close before 6:00 p.m. in Wilton and 6:00 p.m. in Lynde-
borough.
Given under our hands at said Wilton this seventeenth day of
February 1984.
A true copy of Warrant —
Attest:
RICHARD ROCKWOOD RICHARD ROCKWOOD
V. LUCILLE WATT V. LUCILLE WATT
CHARLES W. WAGNER CHARLES W. WAGNER
FRED B. ROEDEL FRED B. ROEDEL
RONALD RAVENSCROFT RONALD RAVENSCROFT
School Board School Board
28
State of New Hampshire
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
For Annual District Meeting on March 9, 1984
To the inhabitants of the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative
School District in the towns of Wilton and Lyndeborough in the
County of Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified to
vote upon District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Wilton-Lyndeborough
Cooperative Junior-Senior High School in said District on Friday,
the ninth day of March 1984, at seven-thirty (7:30) o'clock in the
evening to act upon the following:
Notice: School District Officers to be elected at the Town
Meeting to be held at the Town Hall in Wilton, and the Citizens'
Hall in Lyndeborough, beginning at 10:00 o'clock in the morning
on Tuesday, March 13, 1984.
5. To hear reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Of-
ficers Chosen, and to pass any vote relating hereto.
6. To see if the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School
District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thou-
sand Six Hundred Dollars ($7,600) or some other sum of money
necessary for the improvement of safety conditions along the road
from Highland Street to the school building or take any other
action relative thereto.
7. To see if the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School
District will authorize the School Board to make application for
and to accept, in the name of the District, such advances, grants-in-
aid or other funds for educational purposes as may now or here-
after be forthcoming from the United States Government and/or
State Agencies, and to expend the same for such projects as desig-
nated by the grant.
8. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the support of salaries
of school district officers and agents and for payment of statutory
obligations for the District.
29
9. To transact any other business that may legally come before
this meeting.






















































































$ 53,219.00 $ 52,554.00




$ 4,750.00 $ 5,996.00




$ 546.00 $ 545.00
Total Regular Programs
1-200 Special Ed. Programs















$ 15,140.00 $ 32,771.00
1200-440 Equipment Repairs & Maint. $ 54.00 $
610 Desk Supplies 70.00 320.00
611 Paper Supplies 120.00
630 Textbooks 122.00 320.00
631 Workbooks 193.00 475.00
741 Add'l Equipment 45.00 300.00




$ 753.00 $ 1,785.00
1201-114 Sp. Ed. Teacher Aide Salary $ 3,125.00 $ 4,495.00
214 Workers' Comp. 14.00 20.00




$ 3,412.00 $ 4,899.00
1210-111 Sp. Ed. Coord. Salary $ $ 4,968.00
211 BC/BS 214.00
214 Workers' Comp. 22.00
222 Retirement 38.00




$ .00 $ 5,613.00











$ .00 $ 1,632.00
1211-115 Sp. Ed. Secretary Salary $ $ 1,685.00
214 Workers' Comp. 8.00




$ .00 $ 1,833.00
1230-330 Psychological Testing $ $ 3,229.00
331 Audiological Testing 240.00





1290-561 Sp. Ed. Tuition-Public
569 Private
Total
Total Special Ed. Programs
1-1300 Voc. Ed. Programs
1300-561 Voc Ed. Tuition
Total Voc. Ed. Programs
1-1400 Co-curricula Activities Programs














$ 41,800.00 $ 19,281.00
$ 61,105.00 $ 76,540.00
$ 1,557.00 $ 1,050.00











Total $ 10,161.00 $ 10,154.00
1410-440 Equipment Repairs & Maint. $ 300.00 $ 300.00
590 Purchased Services 8,672.00 8,672.00
610 Supplies 3,489.00 2,500.00




$ 13,511.00 $ 12,572.00
1411-112 Academic Act. Salaries $ 1,425.00 $ 1,425.00
214 Workers' Comp. 6.00 6.00
222 Retirement 23.00 11.00
230 Soc. Security 103.00 100.00



















$ 1,100.00 $ 1,295.00
$ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00



















































$ 31,716.00 $ 33,921.00






$ 992.00 $ 700.00
$ 32,708.00 $ 34,621.00






$ 20,063.00 $ 21,839.00






$ 1,170.00 $ 2,445.00













$ .00 $ 110.00
Total Speec $ .00 $ 4,195.00
1-2210 Improvement of Inst'l Staff
2210-270 Course Reimbursement $ 3,000.00 $ 3,600.00
290 Staff Development 1,160.00 1,500.00
610 Curriculum Supplies 150.00
640 Prof. Books & Subsc.
wement of Inst'l Staff
250.00 250.00
Total Imprc $ 4,410.00 $ 5,500.00
1-2220 Educational Media Services
2222-113 Librarian Salaries $ 14,100.00 $ 15,150.00
211 BC/BS 661.00 906.00
214 Workers' Comp. 63.00 68.00
222 Retirement 230.00 117.00




$ 16,179.00 $ 17,414.00
2222-440 Equipment Repairs & Maint. $ 300.00 $ 315.00
453 Rental of Films 340.00 375.00
532 Postage 60.00 60.00
610 Supplies 210.00 225.00
630 Library Books 2,300.00 2,000.00




$ 4,340.00 $ 4,125.00
2223-610 Audio-Visual Supplies $ 1,092.00 $ 1,105.00
741 AV Add'l Equipment 600.00 1,245.00




$ 1,822.00 $ 2,535.00
Total Educe $ 22,341.00 $ 24,074.00
1-2300 School Board Services
2310-380 School Board Members $ 500.00 $ 500.00
381 Clerk 400.00 400.00
382 Treasurer 400.00 400.00
383 Supv. & Ballot Clerks 200.00 200.00
384 Moderator 25.00 25.00
385 Auditors 200.00 200.00
520 Treasurers' Bond 283.00 200.00
521 S.B. Liability Ins. 800.00 740.00
532 Postage 150.00 150.00
610 Supplies 500.00 500.00








Total School Board Services



















Total Office of the Principal
















$ 6,328.00 $ 6,205.00
$ 23,343.00 $ 23,237.00













Total $ 33,870.00 $ 36,505.00
440 Equipment Repairs & Maint. $ 1,540.00 $ 2,220.00
520 Bond 30.00 30.00
531 Telephone 3,350.00 3,425.00
532 Postage 650.00 650.00
550 Printing 400.00 400.00
580 Travel 250.00 250.00
610 Office Supplies 800.00 925.00
742 Replacement Equip. 1,950.00 3,000.00
810 Adm. Dues 775.00 875.00
$ 9,745.00 $ 11,775.00




$ 20,496.00 $ 22,341.00
$ 960.00 $ 960.00
$ 65,071.00 $ 71,581.00





$ 28,275.00 $ 31,018.00































Total $ 94,859.00 $ 101,622.00
Total Operation & Maint. of Plant $ 123,134.00 $ 132,640.00
1-2550 Transportation Services
2553-511 Sp. Ed. Transp. - Public $ 12,962.00 $ 17,136.00
513 Private 6,600.00
Total $ 19,562.00 $ 17,136.00
2554-510 Field Trips $ 400.00 $ 1,000.00
511 Academic Comp. 400.00 700.00
Total $ 800.00 $ 1,700.00
2550-510 Athletic Comp. $ 6,600.00 $ 6,600.00
2559-519 Voc. Ed. 5,400.00 2,700.00
Total Transportation Services $ 32,362.00 $ 28,136.00
1-2600 Information Services
2620-270 Curriculum Development $ $ 600.00
330 Sp. Ed. Consortium 5,781.00
Total $ 5,781.00 $ 600.00
2630-580 Travel & Conferences $ 350.00 $ 400.00
Total Information Services $ 6,131.00 $ 1,000.00
1-2900 Retirement Services
2900-224 Retirees' Retirement $ 917.00 $ .00
Total Retirement Services $ 917.00 $ .00
1-4000 Facilities Acquisition
& Construction




Total Facilities Acq. & Const.
9-5100 Debt Services
5100-830 Principal of Debt
840 Interest on Debt
Total Debt Services
Grand Total Amount Required to








$ 94,939.00 $ 6,557.00
27.300.00 23,400.00






1000 Revenue from Local Sources
1500 Earnings on Investments
1510 Bank Interest







$ 7,500.00 $ 8.000.00
$ 7,500.00 $ 8,000.00








Total Revenue from State Sources
$ 6,101.61 $ 6.073.00
$ 21,981.17 $ 20,352.00
1.500.00 1,500.00
18,216.16 17,139.00
$ 41,697.33 $ 38,991.00
$ 47,798.94 $ 45,064.00
4000 Revenue from Federal Sources
4400 Restricted Grants thru State
4440 Voc. Ed. Transportation
4470 Handicapped Programs





Total Estimated Receipts $ 130,844.20 $ 58,774.00
Grand Total Amount Required to
Meet School Board Budget $1,095,691.00 $1,080,756.00
Estimated Receipts 130,844.20 58,774.00
Total Assessment $ 964,846.80 $1,021,982.00
*
Expected Revenue of $44,969.50 from Federal Funds for Athletic Fields
in Calendar Year 1984 - partial in School Year 1983-84 and Partial in
School Year 1984-85
Expected Revenue of an additional $1,798.00 in State Buiding Aid for 40%
of 10% of $44,696.50 (our expenditure for the Athletic Fields).
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Section 1 Budget Budget Recom.




1100 Regular Programs $ 484,962.00 $ 530,652.00 $ 530,652.00
1200 Special Programs 61,105.00 76,540.00 76,540.00
1300 Vocational Programs 1,557.00 1,050.00 1,050.00
1400 Other Instructional Programs 27,850.00 27,084.00 27,084.00
2000 Support Services
2120 Guidance 32,708.00 34,621.00 34,621.00
2130 Health 21,233.00 24,284.00 24,284.00
2150 Speech Path. & Audiology 4,195.00 4,195.00
2210 Improvement of Instruction 4,410.00 5,500.00 5,500.00
2220 Educational Media 22,341.00 24,074.00 24,074.00
2310 All Other Objects 6,328.00 6,205.00 6,205.00
2320 351 S.A.U. Management Serv. 23,343.00 23,237.00 23,237.00
2400 School Administration Services 65,071.00 71.581.00 71,581.00
2540 Operation & Maint. of Plant 123,134.00 132,640.00 132,640.00
2550 Pupil Transportation 32,362.00 28,136.00 28,136.00
2600 Managerial Services 6,131.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
2900 Other Support Services 917.00
4000 Facilities Acquisitions & Const. 94,939.00 6,557.00 6,557.00
5000 Other Outlays
5100 83C1 Principal 60,000.00 60,000.00 60,000.00
5100 840 Interest 27,300.00 23,400.00 23,400.00




Section II Revised Board's Committee
Revenues & Credits Available Revenues Budget Budget
to Reduce School Taxes 1983-84 1984-85 1984-85
770 Unreserved Fund Balance $ 74,745.26 $ 0.00 $ 0.00
3120 Sweepstakes 6,101.61 6,073.00 6,073.00
3210 School Building Aid 21,981.17 20,352.00 20,352.00
3230 Driver Education 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
3240 Handicapped Aid 18,216.16 17,139.00 17,139.00
4430 Vocational Education 800.00 1,010.00 1,010.00
4470 Handicapped Program 4,700.00 4,700.00
1500 Earnings on Investments 7,500.00 8,000.00 8,000.00
Total School Revenues & Credits
District Assessment
Total Revenues & District Assessment
$ 130,844.20 $ 58,774.00 $ 58,774.00
$ 964,846.80 $1,021,982.00 $1,021,982.00
$1,095,691.00 $1,080,756.00 $1,080,756.00
(School portion of the Business Profits Tax $ to be applied








1121 Current Appropriation $853,101.47
Earnings on Investments
1510 Interest on Investments 7,698.86
Other Revenue from Local Sources
1910 Rentals
1990 Other Local Revenue
40.00
5.00
FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1983
RECEIPTS








3210 School Building Aid 19,982.83
3230 Driver Education 1,050.00
3290 Handicapped Aide 17,169.17
4000 Revenue From Federal Sources
4400 Restricted Grants-in-Aid through State
4420 ESEA Title IV 3,488.29
4430 Vocational Ed. Transportation 843.82
5000 Revenue From Other Sources
5100 Sale of Bonds and Notes
5300 Sale or Compensation for loss of
fixed assets 1,246.75
GRAND TOTAL RECEIPTS $910,593.80




1100 Regular Education Programs
100 Teacher Salaries $327,562.46
200 Benefits 44,476.73
400 Purchased Services 2,790.61
600 Supplies 25,009.36
700 Property 15,384.11
1120 122 Substitute Salaries 8,030.00
200 Benefits 601.74
1130 122 Hcmebound Salaries 584.34
200 Benefits 47.18
42























1300 Vocational Education Programs
500 Tuition 198.00




















300 Purchased Services- Physical
s
349.00
2134 500 Postage 15.00
600 Supplies 201.24
800 Miscellaneous 44.50
2200 Supporting Services - Instructional
2210 Improvement of Instructional Services
270 Course Reimbursement 2,135.00
290 Staff Development 1,160.00
320 Accountability 1,050.00











800 Mi stpI 1 anpons
1490 300 Driver Education









400 Purchased Services & Rentals $ 612.38
500 Postage 60.00
600 Supplies 3,414.40




???3 Audio Visual Equipment/Supplies
600 Supplies 826.77
700 Property 1,194.46
2300 Supporting Services - General Administration
2310 School Board Services
300 District Officers 1,463.26
500 Purchased Services 687.44
600 Supplies 148.98
800 Miscellaneous 2,564.09
2320 Office of the Superintendent
300 School Administrative Unit
Expenses $24,767.08
2400 Supporting Services - School Administration
2410 Office of the Principal
100 Principal Salaries 27,675.00
200 Benefits 3,213.03
400 Purchased Services - Maintneance 1,066.50
500 Purchased Services- Miscellaneous 4,206.80
600 Office Supplies 610.78
700 Property 1,550.00




2500 Supporting Services - Managerial
2540 Operation & Maintenance of Plant
100 Salaries 22,978.76
200 Benefits 4,582.74
400 Purchased Services - Trash,
Snow Removal & Maintenance 17,501.71




2553 Special Education Transportation
511 Public In State 6,681.05
513 Private 766.13
2554 510 Field Trip Transportation 413.35
511 Academic Com. Transportation 150.00
44
2555 510 Athletic Transportation $ 4,491.33
2559 519 Vocational Ed. Transportation 2,002.54
2560 Food Services
260 Physicals 45.00
2600 Supporting Services - Managerial
2620 300 Special Education Consortium 5,255.00
2630 580 Travel & Conferances 167.36
2900 Supporting Services - Other
2900 224 Retiree's Retirement 916.80
4000 Facilities Acquisition & Construction
4200 700 Sites 337.75
4600 400 Building Construction 4,849.28
6000 Fund Transfers
6510 880 School Lunch - District Funds 1,764.00
7000 Fund Transfers - Other
7000 890 Refund of Expenditures 3,488.29
5100 Debt Service
5100 830 Principal of Debt 60,000.00
840 Interest on Debt 31,200.00
Debt Service Total 91,200.00
GRAND TOTAL AMOUNT REQUIRED TO MEET SOD0L BOARD'S BUDGET-$875,058.52
UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE JUNE 30, 1983 75,919.81
GRAND TOTAL NET EXPENDITURES $950,978.33
45
STATEMENT OF ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN FUND EQUITY
For the Year Ending June 30, 1983





























1410-890 Emblem & Badge, Inc.
2120-630 College Board Pub.
1100-742 Graves Humphrey
1100-440 Parker Publishing Co., Inc
2120-630 Porter Sargent Pub.
1100-610 Business Teaching Aides
2553-513 Gary Johnson
Block J.L. Hammett Co.
Block Sunburst Conm.



































STATUS OF SCHOOL NOTES AND BONDS ON NEW SCHOOL
Lot A School Bonds Amount: $600,000 Rate: 6.30% Date of Issue: 6-15-70
Principal Maturing Total Payment


































STATUS OF SCHOOL NOTES AND BONDS ON NEW SCHOOL
Lot B School Bonds Amount: $600,000 Rate: 6.70% Date of Issue 6-]
Payment Interest Coupon Principal Maturing Total Payment




























REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1982 to June 30, 1983
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1982
Received from Selectman
Current Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from All Other Sources
Total Receipts
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid











Lawrence A. Brown, Treasurer
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements, and other financial records of the treasurer of the school district
of Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative, Wilton New Hampshire of which the above is
a true sunmary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1983, and find them correct
in all aspects.
August 3, 1983 Auditors Howard P. Mason
Dana L. Packard










The sunroary below covers the receipts, expenditures, and the balances of the
School Lunch Program at the Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School, the Wilton
Elementary School, and the Lyndeborough Central School for the fiscal year 1982-83.
Cash oh Hand July 1, 1982: $11,492.46
KRKIH1S:
Lunch & Milk Sales - Children $26,260.56




Snack Bar Receipts 29,036.70
Total Receipts $80,407.40
Total Cash Available $91,899.86
EXPENDITURES:




Snack Bar Food 18,335.16
Snack Bar Labor 2,943.69
Total Expenditures $80,226.51
Balance on Hand June 30, 1983 $11,673.35
LUNCH PROGRAM Receipts Expenditures Balance
School Lunch $51,370.70 $58,947.66 -$7,576.96
Snack Bar $29,036.70 $21,278.85 +$7,757.85
-4 180.89
I certify that the above information is true and correct; that the cash balance
has been determined by actual count and/or verification of the checkbook balance; and
that the invoices and other pertinent records as required are on file to substantiate
the School Lunch Program transactions.



































































































Jennifer Louise Roedel *Nanette Jean Temple
Kimberly Carol Simonds Mark Joe Thompson
John Francis Skelly Candi Lee Towne
Timothy Nathan Sousa Carolyn Lee Tuttle
Christine M. Staiti *Sharyl Maureen Wagner
Cynthia Marie Staiti Raymond Charles Ward III
Lisa D. Geiger Staiti John Francis Watt
Kenneth Arthur Stone, Jr. Denise Diane White




































































































































































For Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative School
This report is submitted for the 1982-83 school year.
Tne school year began with a student enrollment of three-hundred and eighteen (318)
students in grades seven through twelve.
Several new staff members joined the faculty during the school year. Suzanne Chapman
was appointed guidance counselor, Rocco Giambrocco was appointed Social Studies teacher,
Thomas Kenney filled a vacancy in the mathematics department, Lucien Lesniak filled a vacancy
in business, Jody Foote filled in for a leave in the foreign language area, Caroline Ballengee
was appointed English teacher, and Virginia Bixler became the Special Education Resource room
teacher.
Computer education was launched in September under the leadership of James Button.
The program got off to a solid start, and it was soon apparent that additional equipment was
necessary in order to meet the needs of the student body. A Computer Advisory Council was
formed, and proved to be most helpful in advising the staff in the development of the program.
A parent group was organized, and provided an evening for the teaching staff, which was
very much appreciated. In the spring, the same parent group sponsored a Drug Awareness Week,
which proved to be most informative to staff and beneficial to students.
The Science Department sponsored a Science Fair which was, by all accounts, an overwhel ming
success. The fair drew a considerable amount of conraunity support and involvement; and proved
to be a very positive experience for the students.
The Student Council assisted in a complete rewriting of the school's Student Handbook,
which provides the rules and regulations for the student body. The Student Advisory Council
to the Superintendent continued to provide responsible and mature input on all aspects of the
school.
The March elections brought the election of Richard Rockwood to a full three-year term
on the School Board, as well as his election as chairman.
The School Board joined with the three other school districts, which comprise the School
Administrative Unit, in setting up a shared Special Education Department as an alternative to
membership in the Regional Special Education Consortium.
The school year ended with a very well-attended graduation ceremony, at which a newly




WILTON POLICE DEPT. 654-2200
WILTON FIRE DEPT. 654-9212
WILTON AMBULANCE 654-9212
WILTON TOWN OFFICE 654-945
1
Wilton Board of Selectmen




Mon.-Tues.-Thurs.-Fri. 8:30-1 :00 2:00-4:30
Wed. 8:30-1:00 2:00-6:00
WILTON HIGHWAY GARAGE 654-6602
WILTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 654-6714
WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH
COOPERATIVE SCHOOL 654-6 1 23






*Open until 7:00 Thurs. during Summer










CoverPhoto: Garvin Falls at high water.
